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RINITY RIPO
Trustees Vote Against Diwestiture
To Invest
In Sullivan
Corps Only

100 Protest
Apartheid; Call
Decision'Token'

By Patrick Trostle
Assistant News Editor

By John Shiftman
Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity College Trustees
voted not to divest in American
coporations that do business in
South Africa Saturday, despite an
"impressive" student demonstration held during a Trustee dinner
Friday.
"The Trustees have decided that
our interests in South Africa
should be positive ones, and investment in corporations that follow the Sullivan Principles are
doing that," President English told
a group of concerned students
after the Trustees meeting Saturday.
About one hundred students
gathered outside Hamlin Hall during a special Trustees dinner Friday, asking the Trustees to divest
the college's holdings in American
corporations that do business in
South Africa. They chanted slogans and sang songs reminiscent
of the protests of the sixties:
"Blowin' in the Wind," "Imagine," etc.
-• "Inside'Wife dftiner, Trustees and
guests could not help but be aware
of the student candlelight vigil outside. Midway through the dinner,
President English emerged from
Hamlin with Bishop Walmsley of
Hartford to address the students.
Eventually, the windows were
drawn open and the i-oom filled
with the sounds of protest music.
The Trustees, who were extremely
tolerant throughout the entire protest, joined with the protesters for
a verse of Bob Dylan's "Blowin' in
the Wind."
Later, about thirty students
staged a sit-in at the Trustees
after-dinner reception in the Faculty Club. The protest was peaceful and upbeat.
"I think its great that they're
out there. If they weren't, I might
worry. It doesn't matter whether
I agree with their position or not,
students should let us know how
they feel," said one trustee.
"I thought it went great. It's
good to see so many people out
here (at the rally)," said protester
Stephanie Clothier.
"This protest is quite impressive. Watching this rally one might
get the idea that 99% of .the students are for divestiture. In reality, though I think its more like 6040 (in favor of divestment)," the
President said at a reception following the dinner.
The student who organized the
protest, Julianne O'Gara, was less
enthusiastic about the Trustee repsonse to the protest. •
continued on page 3
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100 students gathered outside of

Hanilin hall Friday to protest apartheid and to urge the college to divest.

130 Arrested at
by Aaron Schloff
Editor, Wesleyan Anjus
Wesheynn arrested over 130 students who were Mocking all entrances to two administration
buildings, Friday morning.
The protestors were charged
with "creating a public disturbance," a misdemeanor face an October 25 court date, at which many
plan to plead not guilty, and a possible $68 fine. The .university also
plans to bring the students before
the Student Judiciary Board for violating the Code of Non-Academic
Conduct.
The blockade at Wesleyan was
'one of dozens of protests occuring
on campuses and in cities nationwide as part of "National AntiApartheid Protest Day."
The groud with is unofficially
claled Students Against Aparthied
(SAA), called on the Wesleyan
Board of Trustees to meet in an
emergency session that would set
a timetable for divestment and declare a moratorium on further investment in companies doing
business in South Africa.
The SAA group has no official
connection to the South African
Action Group (SAAG), which
mounted large protests at trustee
meetings in April and September,
but many of those arrested were
also members of SAAG.
Wesleyan has about $18.5 million of its $188 million endowment
invested in companies doing business in South Africa. Secretary to
the Unversity, William Kerr said
no emergency meeting would be
held.
President of the University Colin
Campbell said in a pre-pared statement Friday that he sympathized
with the protestor but was "dismayed by the thoughtlessness of
their action." Campbell testified in
Hartford Friday on the cost of
higher education. Special congressional field hearing held by Senator Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.
Wesleyan's trustees adopted a
version of the Sullivan Principles
in 1978, and a stronger version in
continued on page 3
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Dean Tolliver addresses rascism at awareness workshop.

Tolliver Addresses Racism
by R. L. Takacs
News Editor
"Why is there a cause for us to
fear those people different from
us?''
This question was posed by Dean
of Students Joe Tolliver during the
recent Race Awareness workshop.
The workshop was designed to
raise both student and faculty
awareness of the racial unease that
exists on campus. Although the
program was scheduled due to a

News Commentary
recent unfortunate event on campus, its message, and hopefully its
outcome, have been a long time
coming.
The premise of the forum centered around Dean Tolliver's belief
that "regardless of our rationale,
we do hold an attitude" toward

those who are different then we
are. Because of Trinity's urban locale, there does exist a socio-economic barrier between the school
and its immediate surroundings, he
said.
This barrier, however, should not
rear its head on campus, where all
the students should be able to exist
as a "unified body". Unfortunately, the number of students and
faculty who attended the workshop was minimal, and this reflects upon the uncaring or
uninformed majority who are
either unaware of the problem or
refuse to accept its existence.
Trinity, in its attempts to draw
a more diverse student body, must
frist welcome and face in as members, all . of its present: student
body.
This, however, can not be an
obligatory event. As one of the attending' audience so perfectly put
it, "Don't feel obligated to change
things, let it be in your heart."

The Trinity Trustees Saturday
unanimously voted not to divest in
American corporations doing business in South Africa that abide by
the Sullivan Principles. Trinity will
divest itself of holdings in two corporations that do not abide by
these principles, according to
President English.
In a discussion following the
trustee meeting, President English told a group of concerned students that stock in the two
companies will be sold, amounting
to $800,000.
"The stocks will be sold almost
immediately. Part of the problem
is that Trinity's investments are
handled by an outside group. We
will tell our investors only to invest in companies that follow the
Sullivan Principles," he said.
In addition, the trustees decided
to sponsor two black South African students at the college each
year, increase campus awareness
of racism by sponsoring lectures,
and contribute funds annually to
the Bishop Desmond Tutu fund.
"We are trying to help the South
African situation other than with
our investments. We will support
two students from South Africa
beginning next year. We want to
affect peaceful change," the college president told the group.
Bishop- Walmsley, Trustee
Chairman of the South African
Committee, noted that discussion
of South Africa will continue.
"The decision was a unanimous
effort by Trinity to throw its
weight in favor of peaceful change.
There is a committment to keep
working at this. It is an ongoing
discussion, but it is not divestment," he said.
President English believes Columbia University's recent decisions in favor of divestiture had
little impact on the trustees' decision.
"What puzzles me about Columbia's actions is that the amount of
money involved is such a small percentage of their total funds. Our
percentage is higher," he said.
Julie O'Gara, chairperson of the
Progressive Student Alliance's
Anti-Apartheid Committee, believes the trustee committee outcome was a "token gesture."
"They (the trustees) say they will
discuss it in January, but that
doesn't help us a lot," a bitter
O'Gara said Saturday.
Although the divestment issue
occupied an hour of the trustee
meeting, other discussions included the definite construction of
a new dormitory, President English said,

This Just In: New Dorm
The Trustees have offically approved plans to build a new dormitory
on Vernon
Street,
President English confirmed Saturday.. Director of Residential
Services Tina Dow thinks the idea
is "fantastic" and says of the proposed dorm, "the bigger the better."
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar
Tuesday:

Thursday:

An exhibit entitled, "Agnes Smedley: A Photodocumentary of her
China Years" will run now through
November 15 in the Mather Gallery (2nd Floor).

Dr Samuel Kassow of the History
Department will discuss: "United
States Relationship with the Soviet Union" on Thursday at 4:00
p.m. in Life Science Center, room
133. An FAS production.

At 4:00 p.m. Janieee Stewart, director of Campus Security, will
discuss: "Street Smarts: Protecting yourself and your property on
and off campus." This FAS program will be held in the Cave on
Tuesday.

2nd Quarter registration for physical education classes will be held
today and Wednesday in the Ferris Lobby from 9-12 and 1-4.
Classes for the second quarter begin on October 17.

"Our Changing Penal Policy: From
Rehabilitation to Retribution" is
the topic of a lecture to be given
by University of Pennsylvania professor and author Marvin E. Wolfgang Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium.

La Tavola Italianai! Tiitti i Martedi', alle ore 18.00 (le 6.00 del
pomeriggio), a Saga, appuntamento con glil studenti di Italiano
e tutte le persone interessate a
scambiare due parole, fare due
chiacchiere in Italiano mentre si
mangia un boeeone.

The final speaker of the Breakfast
Roundtable series will be Hartford
Mayor Thirman Milner.Mayor Milner will discuss the functions of
the mayor's office, his duties as a
policy leader of the city, and the
issues of the current campaign.
The Breakfast Roundtable will be
held in the Northwest corner of
Mather Dining Hall at 7:30 a.m..
October 17.

Help
Wanted:

Cinestudio
This Week:
Tues-Wed. Beverly Hills Cop (R)
at 7:30.

$60.00 per Hundred paid for remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope
for information/application. Associates, Box 95-B, Rosellc, N.j.
07203.

Thu-Sat. Zelig (PG) at 7:30 Lost
In America (R) at 9:10.
Sun-Tues. Jazzman at 7:30 Snowdrop Festival at 9:05

The Womens Center Lunch Sen
will present Renny Fulco, visii'i
Professor of Political Scien'
speaking on "The Role of Woi. •
in Radical Politics in America,
12:30 in the Womens Center (•'•
floor Mather).

Attention!
Note: due to Open Period, the Tripod will not be published the week
of October 21-25. We will resume
publication with the next issue on
October 29.

The party at Psi-U on Thurs
night (10-1:00 a.m.) will beri
U.S.A. for Africa, sponsored
the IFC and TCAC.

All-Campus Program
Sponsored by the Crescent, Is>'
Britain RC/A's, the game S'I.••.•.•
everyone remembers and lo1 -•-,
BEAT THE CLOCK. 7:30 p.m MI
the Cave.

Tonight- The Atomic Comics will
perform at 7:30 p.m. in the Washington Room.

DILEMMAS OF CHILD ABUSE
POLICY AND TREATMENT
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
9:00

Registration and refreshments in Rittenberg Lounge,
second floor of Mather Campus Center

9:45

Morning session begins
Dr. Edward Zigler, Sterling Professor of Psychology,
Yale University, "Child abuse: An overview"
Charles Launi, Deputy Commissioner of Program
Services, Department of Children and Youth Services,
"The Impact of Public Law 96-272 on a State Agency"

Wednesday;
Approved Bartenders: there will
be a training seminar on tending a
hard bar offered on Wednesday,
October 16 and Wednesday, October 30, at 3:00 p.m. in Mather Dining Hall. If you have already been
approved as a bartender, and
would like to work at parties where
there is a hard bar, you must attend one of these sessions. SPACE
IS LIMITED. Other seminars may
be offered at a later date. Sign up
outside the Dean of Students office soon!

The Watkinson Library, Trinity
College Library Associates, and
the Department of Classics will be
giving an Open House with a talk
by Jacob Petroff entitled "Greeks,
Romans, and the Jews" on
Wednesday at 8;00 p.m. in the
Watkinson Library.

Dr. Edith Fein, Director of Research, Child and Family
Services, "Research-Policy-Practice: An Interacting
Cycle"
12:00
1:15

Lunch
Afternoon session begins
Open discussion led by:

The Trinity Computing and Ei
neering Society will be holdin
:
bi-weekly meeting in McCook Auditorium Thursday at 4 p.m. Registration forms and literature for
IEEE and ACM will be on hand,
so please bring a check or money
if you wish to join or renew membership.

Lee Kaestle, Team Coordinator, Hartford Community
Child Protection Team
Dr. Eleanor Lyon, Research Associate, Child and
Family Services
Pat Wilson-Coker, Director, Child Welfare Institute,
Saint Joseph College
Conference organizers: Dr. Sharon Herzberger, Trinity College,
and Dr. Julius Rubin and Pat Wilson-Coker, Saint Joseph
College. Information about the conference may be obtained by
calling Sharon Herzberger at 527-3151, x418.

T.W.O. (Trinity Women's Organization) will meet on Thursday at
10:00 p.m. in the Womens Center
(3rd floor Mather). ALL ARE
WELCOME.

Upcoming:
On October 29, Gloria Naylor will
lecture on "The Black Women as
Image and Image Maker in American Literature." The lecture will
be held at 8:00 p.m in McCook Auditorium. There will be a workshop/discussion with Gloria Naylor
on October 30, at 9:45 a.m. in the
Alumni Lounge.

Mysterious Things
An exhibit on Tarot Cards in
display cases in library
Peter Limnios*
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Divestment Urged
continued from page 1
"I thought the Trustees were
very condenscending and patronizing. Sure, they joined in our
songs, but then....I'm very frustrated. They tell us that they're
not going to do any token things
and then they come up with these

eight token points," she said Saturday.
Some of the students present at
Friday's rally showed up outside
the trustees' meeting Saturday
afternoon to learn of the college
decision on divestiture. Most were
disappointed with the announcement that the college plans to continue its investments in companies
following the Sullivan Principles.
O'Gara, organizer of Friday's rally
had trouble controlling her emotions as she listened to President
English explain
the Trustees'
decision.
"They assured us yesterday (Friday) when I met with Bishop
Walmsley that there wouldn't be
any tokenism, but I believe every
single one of their decisions (about
South Africa) is very token, indeed. That scholarship for two
black students from South Africa
(to come to Trinity) is just absolutely absurd," she said.
"I think they're trying to make
us feel better and make themselves feel better, but they're not
really doing anything."

Photo by Tom Davis/The Wssleyan Argus

Middletown Police arrested 130 Wesleyan students at last week's rally.

photo by Seth Goodwin

Trinitv students protested outside
Hamlin.

Wesleyan Students Arrested at Rally
building. Each of the blockading
groups also had a slightly smaller
support group.
Administrators and office work1985. A subcommittee of the Board
is presently working on a new re- ers stood in the parking lot or casually walked aorund the building.
view of the policy, and wiil present
\ report at a Board meeting in Fe- They had been told by the univerbruary .Wesleyan has divested from' sity to report to work as usual and
recieved apologies from the
two companies since 1980.
protestors for the inconvenience.
The protestors gathered shortly
after 6am. After a brief group
Dean of the College Edgar Beckmeeting, they quickly dispersed to ham spoke groups at each of the
block the six or seven entrances to entrances shortly before Sam. He
the North and South College buildinformed them that their action
ings.
was in violation of campus rules'of
conduct as well as city law. If one
Protestors were frustrated in
enterence was not opened, Becktheir attempts to Mock stairwells
ham said he would ask the Middleinside the North College building,
town Police to "help achieve access
as Public Safety officers never let
t o t h e b u i l d i n g . " •;•••••.£•. ..
s
them in,. The offiers were allowed
to enter and exit the building- by a
Waiting- to get into his;North.
designated entrance at all times.
College Office, Kerr said of all the
Each entrance was blocked by
Wesleyan student protests he reone or more "affinity groups" or
membered, "this one.is distinctive
six to 18 people. Other groups
in its attempt to block access.".
roved arund the site and checked Kerr has been on campus since
for possible use of tunnels into the
1957,
continued from page 1

YOU DRINK,
YOU DRIVE,
YOU DIE

A Semester
Aboard a
Schooner
Sail the Caribbean and Atlantic
on the 6 5 ' foot schooner for 9
weeks as part of the 5outhampton/liU SCAmester Program.
5tudy the coast line, marine life,
the maritime environment; visit
major seaports and historical
sites; learn seamanship skills and
earn up to 16 college credits.
Courses include:
• Coastal ecology (4 crs.)
• Oc«anograpitic Tactiniquas
(4 crs.)

• Ichthyology (4 crs.)
• Biological Survey of th« Atlantic
& Caribbean (4 crs.)
• Independent Studies also
availa»l«
Applications are now being
accepted for the Call 1986 and
5pring
1 9 8 6 cruises, f o r
brochures contact:
5EAmester Office

Southampton
CAMPUS/UU
_outhampton,
MY11968
or call: (316)

Post-Baccalaureate Premedical Recruiter
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
will give an informal talk about the PostBaccalaureate Program and 5-year PB/MD
Programs with: Dartmouth Medical School,
Hahnemann University School of Medicine,
The Medical- College of Pennsylvania, The
University of Rochester School of Medicine,
and will meet with students interested in
pursuing studies that will lead to an M.D.
degree.

283-

For information:
Premedica! Office 527-3151 Ex. 288

lege entrance, members of the
other affinity groups took their
places.
With all the protestors removed,
the building opened at about 10:05.
Protestors taken to the Middletown police station were not fingerprinted but were photographed
with a polaroid camera. All received summonses that looked like
traffic tickets.
They were processed quickley
enough to begin gathering in front
of North College shortly after
10am, this time to trade stories and
collect food and articles of clothing. One protestor said he was released so quickly he was able to
return in time for his latin quiz at
11am.
Later, at 1pm, over 200 students
holding hands surrounded the
administration buildings as part of
a coordinated nation wide protest,
and were silent-for 10 minutes.

DUKE
THE FUQUA

KATHERINE BROWN

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
9 a.m.-12 noon

ext. 117

Protestors applauded the first
police car, which arrived in the
parking lot behind North College
just after 9am. The police officers
warned the students at the rear
North College entarence that if
they refused to clear the entrance
they would be arrested and removed. Protestors were dragged
by their arms, although some were
also held by their legs and some
walked 30 feet from the blockaded
entrance to the parking lot where
a school bus waited. None of the
students resisted arrest. A few
who had been dragged to the lot
only to wait for the second school
bus got up and tried to walk away.
Most were led back by police although at least a couple managed
to walk back to the blockaded entrance from which they were probably dragged again.
As police dragged protestors
away from the one rear North Col-

SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS

MBA

• The Fuqua School of Business at Duke
University offers one of the finest available
opportunities for unsurpassed professional
management training. We are interested in
men and women who have proven academic, leadership, and social abilities.
Andrea S. H e r s h a t t e r
Assistant Director
r of Admissions

Children are the hope of the world
We invite you to keep that hope alive and growing.

The Coluraban Fathers
For information write to: Rev. Michael Molloy,
Columban Fathers, 310 Adams Street, Quincy, MA 02169.
Name

_________

Address.
Tel..

of the FuQua School
will be on campus
Monday, November 4
Appointment information may be obtained
by contacting:
Office

of C a r e e r

Counseling
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Trinity College Issues Divestiture Statement
editor's note, tliefollowng is a Report of the Trustees of Trinity College on Policies with Respect to
South Africa.
The recent history of violence in
South Africa has focussed world
attention on the situation in that
country as never before. Daily it
becomes clearer that significant
changes are taking place. Black resistance to apartheid has turned
into active opposition. Business
leaders openly advocate major
change. The intransigence of the
South African government has led
many western governments to
adopt sanctions and press for political change within the country.
Educational, religious, and other
institutional investors in this country have actively begun to. confront the issue of divestiture.
The system of apartheid is morally abhorrent and indefensible by
canon of civilized judgement. It is
clear at this juncture in history that
there is no possibility of peaceful
change in South Africa which does
not amount to a total dismantling
of apartheid. Minimally that includes:
-an end to the state of emergency and the release of detainees";
•a dismantling of the system of
"influx control" and pass laws;
-the establishment of full citizenship rights for all South Africans,
including those presently designated as "homelands";
-the opening of serious conversation by the government with
leaders in Black, Coloured, and
Asian communities for the purpose
of developing a process through
which full political participation is
guaranteed to all South Africans.
1. Trinity College has, since
1978, been committed to the policy
that the College would invest in
U.S. companies doing business in
South Africa only if they were Sullivan signatories or subscribed to
their own equivalent principles.
We have,' during this period, already disposed of one existing
holding in a company which was
not a subscriber to the Sullivan or
equivalent principles. We have now
concluded that it is important for
those American companies that are
prepared to work for peaceful
change in South Africa to stand

openly together and to submit to
the monitoring process which is
part of the Sullivan arrangements.
We have, therefore, instructed the
Finance Committee to divest
stocks immediatly in companies
which have not signed the Sullivan
Principles, even if they adhere to
similar ones of their own.
2. We have also reviewed our position with respect to companies
which are formal signatories to the
Sullivan principles and have reaffirmed our decision not to divest
them at this time, providing we
remain satisfied that they are conscientiously adhering to those
principles, including particularly
the requirement that they work actively to effect the political changes
necessary to eliminate apartheid.
We base this decision on the conviction that in recent years and
months some of the major corporations, foreign and domestic, in
South Africa have among the most
outspoken and effective forces for
peaceful change in that country.
Implicit in our position, however, is the insistence that those
individual Sullivan companies
whose securities we hold must continue their active efforts to bring
abut such change. We intend to
ask them for information on the
steps they are taking to help bring
it about and whether they have
communicated their position in
writing to the South African Government. We will also press them
to continue these efforts. We take
not that this activity represents a
new principle adopted by Sullivan
signatories in 1984, to wit, that
participating companies step up
their commitment to end racial
bias in South Africa by using lobbying and other tactics to end
aprtheid laws, and by influencing
other South Africa companies to
support equal rights. It is our position as an investor that permits
us at least to attempt to influence
the actions of these companies. We
note also, however, that the Reverend Leon Sullivan himself on
May 2 of this year issued an ultimatum which called for foreign
corporations to leave South Africa
if significant change does not take
place.
3. In the course of the inquiry
prescribed by the foregoing rec-

ommendation, companies should be
asked if any of their goods or services directly support police or military enforcement of apartheid.
We instruct the Finance Committee immediately to divest shares in
any companies supplying such
goods and services.
We will carefully review the results of a study currently being
carried out by the South African
Research Consortium, a group of
thirty-four colleges and universities of which Trinity is a member.
This study, which will be available
by December 15, measures the
likely political, social, and economic consequences of various
courses of aciton by U.S. corporate
investors, including divestment.
The Trustees will assess the
findings of this study at their
meeting in January, 1986. Trinity „
should take its stand as an institution which has thoughtfully analyzed the issue, decided what it can
do as the institution that it is and
then done it, regardless of what
that action might be or what othefrs may think or do. We believe
that we should demonstrate the intellectual vigor, develop the analytical tools and compile the
empirical evidence that is needed
for us to do so. We have heard the
strong arguments of those who
urge total divestiture and understand the force of their argument
for a dramatic symbol of our commitment. At the same time, we
recognize the very serious consequences that could follow economic disruption within the
country. Total divestiture remains
a possible future course of action
_toj}e weighed in the light of events.
We see these actions with respect to our investments as part of
an ongoing discussion taking place
on the Trinity campus. We believe
there are other steps which can
also be taken on campus to enhance the seriousness and depth of
that discussion. These include the
following:

- t •'••:•'•".
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5. As a sign of solidarity with
those who are victims of apartheid
in South Africa, the Trustees, as
individual members, have contributed $3,500 to the Bishop Tutu
Refugee Fund. Administered by
the Capitol Region Conference of
Churches, the Fund provides for
the medical, clothing and educational needs of South African refugees- most of whom are 18-24
years old. Naomi Tutu-Searvers,
Bishop Tutu's daughter and a resident of Hartford, serves as the
Fund's chairman. We invited students, faculty and others at the
College to add to that Fund as a
sign of a common commitment.
6. We believe that the entire
community of the College should
participate in an effort to become
better informed about the situation in Southern Africa. This is an
appropriate aspect of the educational mission of Trinity College as
a center of learning. We welcome
the initiatives of students and faculty in raining our consciousness,
request that the College immediately mount an educational program to continue throughout the
academic year and authorize the
expenditures necessary for it.
7. We pledge that the College
will provide scholarships at Trinity
for students from South Africa or
Namibia who have fled their country and are currently taking refuge in other places in Africa. We
will work through such programs
as the Bishop desmond Tutu
Souther Africa Refugee Scholarship Fund, a program chaired by
President Derek Bok of Harvard
University. We are working toward the development of a special
shcolarship fund for this purpose.
8. Finally, we believe that the
college in all aspects of its life must
see the issues of justice in South
Africa as inseparable from the continuing problems of racism
throughout the world, and more
particularly on the campus and in
the city of Hartford. It is a fact

Low!

Low!

New Minority Director
by Susan Curley

Grace Morrel began her job as
the new Director of Minority Affairs at Trinity College Monday.
The responsibilities of this 2-year
old job consists of helping black
and hispanic students cope with life
at Trinity as well as assisting the
minority student organizations in
budgeting and programming.
Morrel will also provide minority
students with contacts outside of
Trinity. As Assistant Dean of Students Paula Chu-Richardson commented, there is a "great need for
this position at Trinity and it is an
asset to the college."
Morrel, a 1979 graduate of Trinity is well qualified for the job. As
an upperclassman at Trinity she
was a counselor for minority students in the formerly existing program.
She is presently Chairperson of
the Compliance Committee, a subcommittee of the Affirmative Action Committee of the CIGNA corporation; a member of the Black
Women's Caucus for Political Action and Mentor for. the Minorities
in Higher Education Program.
However, Dean Chu-Richardson
stated that she is additionally qualified in that she is "in the student's
corner and has the ability to work
with a diverse group of people and
comes into the job with a number
of enthusiastic ideas."
She found out about the job
through a newspaper advertisement. She was chosen out of 17
other applicants. It was felt that

WRTCTrinity
College
Radio...
FM-89.3

Low!
A.RR.

since she had experienced Trinity
life, she was familiar with the academic system.
Morrel was contacted at Cigna
where she was a mortgage and
Real Estate legal assistant she
confirmed all the qualities Dean
Chu-Richardson had listed. She is
enthusiastic about the job and is
pleased to be returning to Trinity.
Morrel has begun to line up people in the corporate world as contacts for Trinity minority students.
These contacts will come and speak
at Trinity as well as be available to
answer all of the student's questions. They will help to establish
those students who wish to go into
the corporate world.
Morrel also hopes to promote unity on the Trinity Campus thorugh
speakers, workshops and other racial awareness programs. She
wishes to help the admissions office on the problem of decreasing
minority enrollment by becoming
actively involved in recruiting
qualified minority students , especially from Hartford itself. The position of Director of Minority
Affairs is part-time. She will be
working at Cigna during the day
and will be in her office, in the
mather basement in the Evening.
Morrel views the job as an opportunity to help Trinity, help minority students and as a
developmental opportunity for
herself. She hopes that all students
will feel free to come visit her.
Dean Chu-Richardson also hopes
that "Everybody, not just minority students will welcome Ms. Morrel to the campus."

that the city in which the College
is located ranks fourth in the nation in the percentage of residents
living below the poverty level. The
Hartford school system is a largely
segregated following to the racial
makeup of the city: 45.1% of its
students are black; 41.6% Hispanic; 11.6% white. By the same
token, in the development of "A
Plan For Trinity College, 19851995," the Trustees have highlighted such matters as the need
to recruit and retain more minority students and to provide them
better academic support and
greater interaction with the minority community in the Hartford
area, as well as other efforts to
address the College's relationships
with the city of Hartford. We accept as a matter of urgent priority
for the College the effort to address issues of racism in its own
life.

College Loans!
Connecticut's Family Education Loan Program (FELP)
has loans available for students attending a non-profit
college or university in Connecticut.

FELP-•
•
•
•

LOANS FROM $1,000-$10,000 PER YEAR
10,98% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
140 MONTHS TO REPAY
FELP CAN BE USED FOR EDUCATION EXPENSES
PAID OR INCURRED THIS YEAR
» LOANS AVAILABLE FOR UNDERGRADUATE,
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
• NO DOWN PAYMENT

LOW MONTHLY REPAYMENT SCHEDULE
$1,000 -$12.70
2,000- 25.40
3,000- 38.10
4,000- 50.79
5,000- 63.49

$ 6,000-$ 76.19
7,000 - 88.89
8,000- 101:58
9,000- 114.28
10,000- 126.48

CALL TODAY FOR AN APPLICATIONS
1-8OO-358-FELP (3357)
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SGA Votes 16-12 for Divestment
by Gina LeTellier

After a lengthy discussion, the
student government voted 16 to 12
to urge the Trinity College Trustees to divest its stock in businesses
that do business in South Africa.
The Student Government Association held its second meeting of
the 1985-86 school year Tuesday
evening, in Hamlin Hall. Headed
by President Kathy George, SGA
wasted no time in getting to the
crux of that evening's meeting: a
discussion on whether or not Trinity College should divest from
South Africa. .
Before that discussion ensued,
SGA went over the Curriculum,
Housing, Academic Dishonesty,
Admissions, and Financial Aid
Committee reports.
It was also voted to initiate a
Minority Enrollment Committee.
President George also discussed
representatives' responsibilities.
For the divestiture discussion,
she invited students from both
sides of the issue to speak at the
meeting. Divestiture is the transfer of titles, or disposal of interests
or stocks in a corporation upon
government order.
Speaking for divestiture were
Chris Quinn and Julieanne Garro,
members of Trinity's Anti-Apartied Club. Quinn began by stating
that the issue at hand was the
oppression of a people. It is important to do something before it is
too late, regardless of possible economic losses. Revolution is inevitable. She also stated that schools
such as Columbia had divested,
therefore, it must be feasible.
Their arguements then shifted to
how South African blacks feel
about divestment. According to
their sources, 77% of blacks survey wanted United States compa-

nies out.
Quinn then said that there is a
fear of communism spreading to
South Africa. They then quoted
nobel peace prize winnner Bishop
Desmond Tutu as saying, "...you
cannot improve upon evil. Apartheid is evil." These and other facts
and figures were read directly
from that week's Hartford Advocate .
Many representatives thought
the arguments for divestiture
were not so much for divestiture
as they were against apartheid.
The speakers' commitment against
apartheid is genuine, but that commitment did not lend enough insight as to why the Trinity SGA
should vote in favour of divestiture, some members later said.
Speaking against divestiture was
Russ Muirhead. He prefaced his
arguments by saying that he was
not pro-apartheid, only anti-divestiture. Muirhead's arguments began with a question posed to the
SGA, "How does South Africa
benefit from divestiture?" He said
that there is no clear cut evidence
that it will. The consequences of
divestiture cannot be fully determined.
Conversely, Muirhead stated
that the cost and consequences to
Trinity can be determined. It will
cost Trinity an estimated $33,000
every time its stocks are moved.
In addition to that, hidden costs
will continue to add up. Of the fifty
blue-chip stocks on the market,
thirty hold investments in or are
involved in South Africa. If Trinity
could not invest in thirty out of the
best fifty companies, potencial
losses increase dramatically, he
told the SGA.
Muirhead's next comment was
directed at precedent setting.
Trinity has always been a follower
of, and a not a leader or maker of
precedents. He urged that Trinity

become a leader by using our endowment to make a political statement.
"If you divest in South Africa,
what is to stop you from divesting
in the USSR or the Philippines?"
Divestiture, Muirhead explained,
"is like opening up Pandora's box.
How do you deal with companies
that give you scholarships, whose
products you use, or that trade in
South Africa without investing in
that country?"
Various SGA members then discussed the issue. Andrew C. Blume
reaffirmed the evil of apartheid,
but stated that it was not the issue.
Trinity has 25% of its endowment
invested in South Africa. Columbia
had only 4%. Blume again reminded the SGA at a later point
that $14 million was at risk.
Micheal Gary spoke for divestiture. Putting pressure on the regime, he stated, has yet to work.
If it had we would not be here.
History shows us that this arguement is the same as the slave
trade, one based on economic reasons. The South survived, so will
South Africa, if we divest. Another member remarked that Trinity College is a business and should
run as such for a profit.
Lisa Alverez-Calderone showed
concern that her fellow students
may see a vote for non-divestiture
as a vote for apartheid.

"Not a Love Story, A Film
About Pornography", the last in
the three part Women's Center
seminar on pornography was
shown Wednesday afternoon and
evening. The film, produced by the
film board of Canada, dealt with
the effects of pornography on the
people making it and those viewing it.
"Not a Love Story" had the
great advantage over the lectures
by Andrea Dworkin (of Women
Against Pornography) and Nan
Hunter (of the Feminist Anti Censorship Task Force) in that it had
the ability to deal with the people
involved first hand.
Throughout the movie interviews were conducted with members of the pornography industry,
including actresses , actors, publishers, and movie producers as
well as some prominant women
poets and artists.
The film emphasized the extent
to which pornography has expanded, from a 5 million to 5 billion dollar industry over the past
12 years, easily outdistancing
mainstream films,. magazines,
books, and night clubs.
Kate Miller, a prominant Canadian artist said that pornography,
in earlier stages, was used as a
release by people who never got
enough real love, or real sex. Miller
claimed that pornography has gone
from having been a tool for sexual
education or a way to release sexual tensions to having created a
hew sense of negative values about
sex. Her point was inadvertantly
backed up by David Wells, a publisher of 5 Canadian pornographic
magazines, who said that to get
big sales the sex acts had to be
more explicit and "rougher" than
in the past.
He said that this was due to the
feminist challenge of maie dominance. The pornography of subordination portrays the male fantasy
of dominating women. Wells, de-

fended his magazines as sex education and that if they degrade
women it is only because they reflect anti-feminist attitudes that
exist in society.
An ex-pornography actor said
that pornography, by perpetuating
myths about sex, can give men
feelings of inadequecy. He referred to someone he met who believed "that he could do in an hour
what it took a week to shoot."
Many of the interviews in the
film dealt with the violent and
"coercive parts.of pornography and
concluded, like Andrea Dworkin,
that the problem should not be ignored. They also concluded, like
Nan Hunter, that censorship was
not necessarily the answer. The
narrators guessed that pornography, like alcohol, would survive
being banned and the problems associated with it would bbecome
worse.

Tripod Staff
Changes
The Trinty Tripod announces
personnel changes on its editorial
staff.
The changes are:
Managing Editor- Ann Marie
Grunbock
News Editors- Barry A. Freedman and Rich Takacs
Asst. News Editors-, Pat Trostle
and Kevin Scollan
Contributing Editors- Bill Detwiil'er, Chip Rhodes,' Al Kadin,
and John Kail
Asst. World Outlook Editor- Bill
Blank
Production- Editor- PriscilJa
Payne
.• Co'py .EditorsrSean- Dougherty
arid Lisa Cooper. Asst. Arts Editor- Jennifer Bdfnondson
•
., ' -.'•
'Asst SportrEcIitOF- Chris pick; '

Iron Pony Rides Again
by Kevin Scollan
Staff Writer
Trinity's own Iron Pony Pub reopened for business Monday, October 7, despite rumors that
stricter state laws would prohibit
its presence. The pub will serve
beer and wine to students 21-years
or older. Ages will be checked
through the college's I.D. cards.
"The question was whether or
not we should open the pub for a
just a little more then one-quarter
of the students at Trinity — the
seniors and those juniors of age.
We looked upon the pub as service
to the campus. The students like
it, and that's why we decided to

open it," said Anne Gushee, director of Mather Center.
The pub plans on maintaining
regulations in accordance with
school and state alcohol policies.
Alternative beverages will be
available for minors.
The Iron Pony Pub is managed
this year by senior Scott McClintock, although there are a
number of managers with daily
shifts.
The hours are: Monday-Thursday, 4 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.; Friday
and Saturday, 2-6 p.m.; and Sunday 1-7:30 p.m. Pizza, provided by
SAGA or Campus Pizza, will be
provided. Live entertainment will
be planned for Tuesday evenings.

Senior Class Alumni Officers Elected
Over 255 seniors cast ballots in
the Sept. 2A election for Senior
Class Officers in Mather Campus
Center. Marilyn Weiss of Riverdale, N.Y. was overwhelming
elected Class President over three
challengers.

"Not A Love Story" Shown
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer

photo by Virginia McLaury

"Not A Love Story" did not offer any solutions to the problem of
pornography. The final message of
the film was that people should become more aware of the pornography problem and how it relates
to everyone. Awareness of the
problem can only enrage and
shame people, and if enough people are aware then perhaps mass
opposistion can drive the industry
out of business.

Also elected to six year terms
•were Margaret Figueroa of Enfield, Conn., as Vice President and
Regina Bishop of Westfield, N.J.,
as Secretary. The newly elected officers will work in conjunction with
the Trinity Alumni Office and will
be responsible for planning activities for the Class of 198G during
this academic year and in planning the class Reunion in 1991.
Their election marks the first
time that the Alumni Office has
held class elections in September,
Prior class officers had been elected
during May of the Senior year,
with the focus of the positions being
geared primarily for post-graduation purposes.
The decision to switch to the new
format was made to foster a sense
of "class identity" among the undergraduates and to familiarize
seniors with the Colleae's alumni

network and programming. It was
felt that by working with members
of the class of '86 during their senior year a better basis for postCommencement relations could be
laid.
The Senior Class Officers will organize events geared at the class of
'86. Class dinners and receptions,
Senior Week, the Graduation Ball,,
and other events of this nature will
be planned by the officers and the
Senior Class Committee. The class
officers will also assist in the Senior Class Gift Committe. The officers, at the suggestion of President
Weiss, have also decided to publish
a monthly newsletter to classmates
to highlight senior accomplishments and to disemminaie news
about the Class. Tentatively titled
"The 86er", the newsletter should
make its debut in November.

Trinterview
Judith Braezburg: Affirmative Action Officer
by Debbie L. Owen
Staff Writer
Dr. Judith Branzburg, coordinator and organizer of the Trinity
College Women's Center, has been
presented a new challenge this
year. In adddition to tier Women's
Center position she has assumed
the separate, part-time responsbilities of Affirmative Action Officer,
a post recently left open due to
changes in administration.
As Affirmative Action Officer a
major priority is to formally establish a concrete Affirmative Action
plan governing Trinity's procedures. Dr. Branzburg cited that
she would like to insure that people know Trinity is committed to
maintaining a quality representation of gender, and ethnic background
in
our
staff,
administration, and faculty,
The basic duties of Affirmitive
Action Officer include overseeing
all hiring searches on campus to
make sure the Affirmative Action
principles are carried out. The hir-

ing pools need to include fair percentages of women and minorities.
Dr. Branzburg will make sure
that people who are qualified for
jobs, know that they are available.
Equal opportunity, fair treatment,
and a respect for diversity are all
components of Affirmative Action.
Taking over the Affirmative Action .program only requires one
fourth of Dr. Branzburg's time,
thus she is still the full-time, full
schedule Women's Center Coordinator. This fall, the center is sponsoring various activities, enriching
and enlightening for all students,
male or female.
The pornography "series ended
- last week and the Multi-Cultural
Series of Activities will continue
^for the rest of the term. For this
series, women of different cultures
will be visiting our campus to discuss their experiences in the world
regaurding careers, politics, art,
and literature.
Notable visitors will include Gloria Naylor, '•an award winning author, on Oct. 29, and Litana, a song
and dance ensamble, on Nov. 16.
The lunch series, a tradition of

the Center, is open to all Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. at the Mather
third floor center. Upcoming topics to be adressed include Women
in Radical Politics: 16th to 18th
century witches.
A resource library is open for
use. in writing papers or -researching deeper into the study of men
and women in society.
A Sexual Assault Support Group
has been formed this year to help
anyone with any kind of assault
problems, recent or past. A confidential Talking and Listening
Group meets on Wednesday at 9:30
p.m.
Dr. Branzburg's door is open to
informal counseling or discussion
of issues and opportunities for the
modern woman. She has a doctorate in Literature from the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, taught writing and literature there and also was involved with the UMASS women's
studies program. Our Trinity campus life style is a definite contrast
to "ZooMass" - Dr. Branzburg has
found the small college atmosphere quite appealing.
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'This reminder is brought to you
by your friendly neighborhood
yearbook staff."

1982 Vardert Sludios, Inc.

Sign Up in Mather —
October 28 - November 8
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Seven Mysteries of
THE

Revealed !
FIND OUT HOW

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
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OR

CONTACT*

ROBERT GONER—

BOX # 601—«——-TEL .#' 2^9-5030
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ORLD OUTLOOK
International Anarchy
"We did this all by our little selves." President Reagan had good reason
to pat himself on the back after his overt triumph over terrorism last
Thursday. Not to say that one good, strong interception can be seen as
permanent antiterrorism policy but at least someone has finally stopped
the errosion of impotence America has been feeling about terrorism this
past year. R. W. Apple, Jr. summed up America's good feeling about
plucking those Palestinian terrorists from the sky in The New York Times
: "A bit of salve for the nation's pride, even if not a cure for the cancer
of international terrorism."
Finally we are beginning to regain our sense of control. The only regret
I have in retrospect is that Mr. Reagan was 100% right when he said we
did it alone; the other states involved were not with us on this one. Why
did Egypt go out of its way to protect the murderers? Why was Italy so
concerned with appeasing Yasir Arafat by promising not to extradite the
terrorists to America? The performance on the part of both states was, to
say the least, a let down.
Italy's action in the affair was clearly disappointing. Why did the Italian
ship's" captain, fully aware of the murder of sixty-nine year old American
Leon Klinghoffer, conceal that fact hours after the hyjacker's surrender?
That question remains unanswered. Clearly, Italy was very confused and
embarrassed by the entire ordeal considering their past support of the
P.L.O. But with that slap in the' face in mind, why then did they go out of
their way to get the consent of their mentor, and the organization's leader
Yasir Arafat before taking action against the guilty terrorists?
Egypt's role was even more disillusioning. Evidently it took Egypt's
president Hosni Mubarak all day to convince President Bourguiba of
Tunisia to agree to accept the return of the P.L.O. team. Meanwhile Mr.
Mubarak was telling a marathon lie. For ten and a half hours Mr. Mubarak
falsely claimed to the press and to the American Government that the
killers had left Egypt. He also played dumb when he turned the hyjackers
over to Arafat's men in Egypt, pretending to know nothing of Mr. Klinghoffer's murder;
It is frustrating to think of Egypt trying to arrange for the killers return
to Mr. Arafat hours after the murder was publically revealed. And it is
frustrating to witness Egypt's frantic effort to coerce Italy into returning
the P.L.O. men who planned the mission. On all accounts Egypt's behavior
was disheartening.

In The News
:

BRIDGET McCORMACK

How welcome Mr. Reagan's actions were, then, amidst such appalling
inaction from Rome and especially from Cairo. And this from "friendly"
nations. If this is the response from an ally. (Italy) and.from dependent
(Egypt) what can be expected from so-called "unfriendly" states in the
face of a similar crisis? It reminds us of the sad reality of international
anarchy. We should not have been all by ourselves this time.
And actually this is not entirely true. There were those nations which
gave us their verbal support; the Soviet Union was among them, much to
many folk's surprise. "The Americans' anger at the hyjackers' crime
aboard a cruise liner is understandable and just. The crimes of terrorists,
no matter where they are commutted, must be punished most severely.
And such severity must be shown unfailingly to all perpetrators of such
crimes."
Moscow is completely sympathetic to the one-sided battle against terrorism. Three Soviet diplomats have been held captive in Beirut for two
weeks now; a forth was murdered and his body thrown in the street.
Moslem fundamentalists are blamed for both. They are seeking to force
the Soviet Union to put pressure on Syria to end fighting in the northern
Lebanese port of Tripoli.
And this opens up an entirely new channel for Mr. Reagan as we near
the November Summit. Where it is obviously not realistic to hope to get
the Soviet Union to give up what Russians call "wars of national liberation," the issue of the rapid growth in international terrorism is different.
Mr. Gorbachev and Mr. Reagan have a common concern here. Looking
ahead, it is easy to envision these fanatics getting their hands on atomic
wastes if not weapons, and holding whole cities hostage to their demands.
Aside from the obvious questions of nuclear annihilation between states,
perhaps Reagan and Gorbachev could address this sticky issue of terroristic warfare.
Atomic warfare on the international level is the most talked about issue
as we near the end of the 20th century. And as we worry about nuclear
proliferation, anarchy in the world beyond, between, and above our borders continues to increase. In celebration of Reagan's victory in this area
and in Gorbachev's overwhelming support, the two have quite an opportunity to get a strong hold on this impending problem. They should jump
on it.

Reprinted from The New York Times

Cartoon by Mike Luckovich

Leaving The World Court......
A Possible Tragedy
by Kelly Keating
World Outlook Staff
The United States has recently
decided to end its recognition of
the World Court's resolutions in
political eases. It will, however,
maintain its relationship, with the
World Court only on commercial,
legal and border problems witn
other nations. Such a move by the
Reagan Administration is quite
tragic.
Many would argue that the
United States has good reason to
remove itself from the World
Court's jurisdiction in political disputes. After all, when President
Harry S. Truman accepted the
Court's compulsory jurisdiction in
1946, he hoped and believed that
other countries would follow suite.
Today, however, of the 159 United
Nations members, only 44 have
agreed to submit international arguments to the Court's arbitration. .
s
Furthermore,
the
Reagan
Administration has pointed to several other countries, such as the
USSR and Cuba, who have failed
to abide by the Court's rulings in
political cases. The Administration, also, cited France's rejection
of the charges made in opposition
-to its Pacific nuclear testing by
Australia and New Zealand in the
1970LG.
Though, these n'vions>have refused to accept the Court's jurisdiction, why must the United
States do the same? The motivating factor behind the Reagan

Administration's decision is Nicaragua. Just recently, the Nicaraguan Government has charged that
the United States directly, commands and oversees Nicaraguan
rebels, in violation of international
law.
The President has claimed that
Nicaragua is usina
ihe World . Court as a 'political
weapon. This claim is true, and indeed it is unfortunate. Yet, the
United States should not reject the
World Court for this reason.
In addition, it has been suggested that the United States fears
that other Third World nations will
follow the example of Nicaragua.
Cases against America, if highly
publicized, would hurt the international appearance of the United
States. But, what is more important- appearance or integrity?
Abram Chayes, a professor of
law at Harvard, made this statement about the situation: "during
the last forty years the United
States has called upon the Court
many times. Not until the Nicaragua case, when it appeared the
United States might lose, has this
country ever questioned the
Court's professional judicial character."
The Reagan Administration's
declaraction is, therefore, truly
misguided. It associates the United
States with other countries who
ignore the World Court's rulings.
Republican Senator Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon said that the decision had "dealt a tremendous blow
to the rule of law. Khomeini, Qad-

dafi and all the other world-class
thugs who thrive on the rule of the
jungle will no doubt welcome this
decision."
For years, many countries have
looked to the United States as a
symbol of democracy, justice and
liberty. The resolution not to abide
, by the Worldd Court's arbitration
has tarnished this symbol. Those
countries who looked to America
for leadership, will now only see a
hypocritical power who quits a
fight if it is not in a position to
win.
Furthermore, the American citizen must feel as if his country has
lost a part of its heritage and tradition. Former United States Ambassador to Italy, Richard N.
Garner, states, "This is a sad day
for those of us in the United States
who believe that our country
should take a leading role in
strengthing the rule of law in international affairs."
Therefore, the World Court issue must now be debated by the
United States Government. Hopefully, the Reagan Administration
will come to understand that its
decision will be detrimental to
America in the future; and that
winning is not everything. .
The idea of a World Court is a
good one. To make the Hague tribunal even more effective, it needs
countries like the United States to
support it and participate in it. It
would be in the best interests both
of our country and the world if the
Reagan Administration reversed
its decision.

Weir Released: What About The Remaining Six?
by Hutch Robbins
Senior Staff Writer
Much to everyone's glee, terror. ism is back in. the headlines. The
capturing of the Achille Lauro
seemed to be yet another tragedy
in a year overflowing with them.
The unexpected, and long awaited,
retaliatory action taken by this
country provides a new twist in
the neverending saga. Americans
are riding a wave of revenge euphoria, and as a nation we are
threatening to leave our longstanding hostage problems in the
dust.
Mention the name Robert Stetham or the name Leon Klinghoffer, and a few eyes might light up.

Ah, yes, brave Americans- who
were brutally murdered while we
watched. True. Mention the names
of Benjamin Weir, Terry Anderson, Lawrence Jenco, William
Buckley, Peter Kilburn, David Jacobsen, and Thomas Sutherland,
and most people will look
dumbfounded.
These men, with the exception
of Weir,- are currently hostages in
Lebanon. Weir was released on
September 14, having spent a mere
495 days in captivity, most of it in
solitary confinement. The widely
glorified hostages of TWA Flight
847 and the Achille Lauro never
came close to the experiences of
these men.
Weir, a Presbyterian minister,
was pulled from his wife's side and

shoved in a car in May of 1984. He
was released with a specific message: The abductors are tired of
waiting. Act now or forever hold
your peace and lose any shred of
reputation acquired in last week's
action. Weir released few details
of his torment for fear of endangering his fellow captives. What
the terrorists want is the release
of 17 men convicted of seven
bombings in December of 1983.
These bombings represented five
dead and sixty wounded, now just
numbers on a statistics sheet. Naturally the administration refuses
to pressure Kuwait (who holds the
terrorists) into releasing them. A
noble but tiresome position.
The extent of what we are doing
is summed up by saying that the

U.S. "is now, has been, and will
continue to be in touch with numerous individual's and governments in an effort to obtain their
release." The President added,
"Unfortunately, we can't tell even
the families (of the hostages) all
that we are doing." The first quote
is easy enough to swallow. Secrecy
must be maintained, and secrecy is
the best way to guard against revealing the truth: that the administration is in quite a bind. The
second quote is a bit disturbing. I
had the pleasure of hearing Mrs.
Weir speak several months ago.
She spoke of the walls she was
running into trying to get her husband fQleased. Walls which were
being thrown up by her own government in the interest of secrecy.

Somehow it seems a safe bet that
the State Department could safely
tell her the status of her husband
without worrying that she'd run to
the media or to Lebanon. But no,
the utmost secrecy must prevail,
for everyone's benefit.
The hijacking of Flight 847
brought the plight of these seven
men back to light. The cry then
was safe return.of all American
hostages in Lebanon. Well, close
but no cigar. Excepting one, all the
TWA hostages made it back. For
the most part that satisfied the nation, and the other seven were put
on the back shelf. Now Weir has
been released, and the issue is revived. Just how much time is left
before it runs out on six Americans?
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Don't Give Up On Baseball
Baseball Between The White Lines
does not mean to pack the gloves
in the attic in favor of Bill Rodgers
running wear. But, I can picture
Enough said about divestiture.
moralists who no longer see any
There are controversies abounding
good in the game of inches. Maybe
in our own backyard sandlots to
coke adds life, but these people
keep the liberal-conservative rhetwould say that it took the life out
oric flowing;. II refer to Major Leaof bageball.
gue Baseball — between the white
My argument is that this media
lines.
hype is unjustified and potentially
Baseball players were not the damning. Yes, some major leafirst to use cocaine. In fact, until
guers have problems. They can
recent salary jumps, major league
find much better things to do with
players made slightly more than
their money than to lose it in their
hockey players (By the way, there
nostrils. "Do you put your million
are probably coke users in hockey.
dollar check in someone else's
We just do no know about them
box?" inquires Prince. The answer
yet). Cocaine is not cheap, nor is it
for the majority of players is a rereadily available to the average
sounding "No."
American.
Did classical musicians ever do
The major focus of this writing
coke? Did the painters, or the aris to try to reconcile baseball as
chitect of the Capitol? Was there a
our national pasttime. Everything
signer of the Declaration of Indelooks so darn bad now. Salaries
pendence who depended on snortskyrocketing, teams going banking? The point is that we do not
rupt, players punching out man- know, but it may be possible.
agers, and the drug trial. It seems
It's unfortunate that we know
that our American heroes are fallsome big league players did or do
ing by foul territory. Baseball
coke. But, the real problem, the
cards, with the smelly white powquestion underlying all this is,
der on them, remind us of cocaine,
"Who made examples of these
not cheap bubblegum.
players?"
Well, I don's see it this way at
Was it the baseball commisall. Call me warped, but I love masioner, Peter Ueberroth, the masjor league baseball. There's a lot termind behind the inspirational
to be said about this season. Wade
'84 Olympics? Does he care enough
Boggs may eradicate Pete Rose's
about his league and its players as
major league record for hits if he
human beings to scare then into
only keeps up that chicken diet for
admitting and quitting drug abuse?
17 more years. Dwight Gooden is
I think this likely. But, unlike
my age, ami can break every pitchMcCarthy ism, these players are
ing record there is if he lasts as
not forever blackballed, except by
long as Niekro, Manager Pete Rose
unsympathetic fans. What I'm saymay win more games than anyone,
ing is that I believe Mr. Ueberroth
ever. These are the stars of this
is trying to clean up baseball from
year, for the next few years, and
the inside-out, not sweeping it unyears to come.
der the artificial turf. And, I beSounds interesting? It should.
lieve he is capable of doing this
Baseball's witch hunt might hurt
with mercy and a forgiving attithe game. It shouldn't. Because
tude.
players do cocaine does not mean
Was it the players too? Are there
that anyone should be boycotting
honest team players who care so
the games. It does not mean to tell
much for their friends and lockerchildren to watch Mr. T and Hulk
roommates that they were willing
Hogan instead of Don Baylor and
to open up in the trial, in hopes of
Reggie Jackson. And it certainly
stirring player consciousness? I
by Stephen Balon
World Outlook Staff

think this likely. I am sure that
there are players who really take
pride in their teams and who will
do anything to make the lockerroom a better place to be. Despite
the tarnished 1985 season, there
are some performers in 1985 who
are humanitarians, and honest-togoodness do-gooders.
And, of course, did the media
have anything to do with this? Hell
yeah. What could be more sensational than the press trying to play
God's law enforcers? They might
say, "Major leaguers get paid outragious salaries. This should not
happen. Players have taken cocaine because they have nothing
better to do with their filthy lucre
than to get high. Take away the
thrill of coke by exposing it to the
public and we can prevent cocaine
use in the majors." Young reporters may feel the drive to improve
the society around them. Improve
life by exposing evil and embarrassing the sinner into repentance
in front of the world.
But real life does not always
work in this way. You cannot embarrass cocaine off the diamond.
You cannot make coke unavailable
practically either. In fact, you cannot do much at ali with the abuse
in baseball or drug abuse all around
the world. The best you can hope
for is awareness, influence, and
hope that the conscience of the addicted, or abusing player is not too
far gone to make an intelligent decision about drugs.
The best.we can hope tor is to
forgive and forget. There's a wonderful set of • ganies coming up
where the only reference to white
powder will be the stuff that may
have to be shoveled off Toronto's
Exhibition Stadium. Baseball is a
great sport, a national pasttime,
and it will continue to be if we are
merciful and humane in our judgements. Baseball's feign will rule
over the high-flying fast life between the white lines. Enjoy baseball for baseball's sake. Forgive
and forget.

TICKET
TO RIDE
$2795'

We've got the way to go.
You can rent a car if you're
18 or older, have a valid
driver's license, current student I.D. and a cash deposit.
Stop by to fill out a short
cash qualification form at

PER
DAY

NO MILEAGE CHARGE

least 24-hours in advance.
You pay for the gas used
and return car to renting
location. We also accept
most major credit cards.

* Weekend rate available noon
Thursday through Monday. Rates
will be slightly lower for
drivers over 25.

We feature GM cars
like thib Pontiac Sunbird.
Non-discountable rate applies to this or similarsize car and is subject la change without notice,
Specific cars subject to availability.
Call/or details.

MM National Car Rental
Trinity deserves National attention.®
Available at:

598 Asylum Ave. (Hartford)

549-5850

To go wild, go to Card Gallery.
Tricks, treats, claws, paws. Be a Ninja, nun or Princess of
Power. We've got clowns, ghosts, funny feet, blood and gore,
rotten teeth and more. Play a French Maid, wield a devil's
pitchfork, sport a huge bow tie, flip those whips and chains...
washable hair color spray, martian antennae, tongues, body
parts, lashes, lances, witches, spiders, pirates and bats.
Swords and axes. Party tableware, napkins, candy, crowns.
Even tape cassettes of 100% pure Halloween noise.
If you don't like any of this wild stuff, could we interest you
in a bright red clown nose?
Card Gallery. Daily 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. and Sundays.
Corbins Corner, next to Sears, West Hartford; Enfield Square;
Meriden Square; Shop Rite Plaza, Bristol; Edwards, Southington Plaza; Manchester Parkade; Putnam Bridge Plaza, East
Hartford; K Mart Plaza, Vernon.

Card gallery
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD
Well, If s A Start
Every week we receive dozens of other college newspapers; it's part of an exchange The Tripod has with
other college's in the area. Each week we read of other
campus' activism: "South African Crisis...Rally At...Break
the Chains...Friday Speeches Draw 400...Protesters Not
Impressed {With Trustees)...College to Host Anti-Apartheid Conference..."
Mass student activism is new to the Trinity student
of the eighties, though. While we have 140 people quietly
protest divestment, Wesleyan draws hundreds regularly
and even had 130 arrested Friday. Friday's rally outside
of Hamlin was an attempt to dispell a myth that Trinity
students are politically apathetic, and it was an admirable
attempt - especially considering the fact the protest was
held at most inconvienent time for the average student,
8 p.m. on a Friday night. Although the protesters demands
were not met, such an attempt to bring student activism
back to this campus should be praised.
Still, the Trustees' decision to divest only in corporations that do not abide by the Sullivan principles is a
sound and responsible decision. The Trustees are much
more informed about events and circumstances surrounding the issue than members of the anti-apartheid committee are willing to admit. Some of the Trustees have
even travelled to the troubled land for a first hand look
at the harsh realities of apartheid. They ail realize that
a vote against divestiture is in no way a vote in favor
of apartheid. Those on this campus who have attempted
such a linkage should be chastised.

ETTERS
Miller's Perception Of Problem Flawed

Mrs. Klinghoffer Had Right Idea
Leon Klinghoffer is dead. And so what happens? Egypt
lets the hijackers go and Italy reluctanly receives them
under U.S. Navy fighter escort. Italy then helps the man
Yassir Arafat sent to pick up the killers slip out of the
country before the U.S. can extradite him for conspiracy.
Wait a minute, Americans say, don't we give those countries fnillions each year in military and economic aid?
Isn't the PLO that ruthless terrorist organization that
blows up Israeli school buses and hijacks El AI planes?
One has to wonder why the PLO gets more respect in
the Mediterrian than the United States.
Actually, its quite, simple: fear of terrorism. Italy has
traditionally had good relations with the PLO, but recent
Palestinian bombings there have tested these ties. Italy
cannot afford to offend the PLO. Egypt naturally has
sympathies for the PLO, but they too, cannot afford to
offend Arafat. Upset Palestinians do have a tendency to
assasinate, you know.
Of course, Yassir Arafat denied any PLO involvement
in the hijacking, then turned right around and negotiated
an agreement that turned the hijackers over to htm. While
the PLO is not a sovreign state, it is still big business
in the Middle East. The PLO's one billion dollar annual
budget is financied by such governments as Saudia
Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait, and Arab Emirates. In addition,
other governments and international airlines pay the PLO
extortion fees annually to ensure their property is not
attacked. It is estimated that Libya handed the PLO's
Black September $40 million during the last half of the
1970s. As long as states like Italy and Egypt continue
to give into terrorists and nations like Saudia Arabia and
Kuwait continue to finance them, our war against terrorism is doomed. Mrs. Klinghoffer had the right idea:
she looked her husband's murderer right in the eye and
spit in his face.

your support

To the editor:
I am addressing the letter from
Professor James Miller regarding
the hypocrisy of the Trinity campus. Professor Miller, in my opinion, expressed a very uninformed
and narrow perception of the incident of September 26.
Initially, I would like to state that
I am a female student who would
have reacted in the exact manner
as the student had I been presented with the same circumstances. Yet, I do not, by any means,
consider myself a racist or a hypocrite.
During my years at Trinity, I
have experienced several "unnerving" incidents. During the spring
semester of my freshman year, a
man broke into my locked Jones
room while I was asleep. Also, I
have been sexually molested twice.
The first time was on the long walk
at night while accompanied by another student. The second was
during the day on Vernon Street.

Gary Should
Look Up PSA
To Michael Gary:

Your letter in last week's Tripod, "Students Have To Wake
Up," raised some serious questions about student apathy. Indeed, the students at Trinity
should get involved with extracurricular activities in order to. become more aware of their potential
as participating members of college life. However, Mr. Gary, if you
had taken the time to "check the
facts" on Mr. Dietrich's talk about
minority enrollment, you wouid
have known it was the Progressive
Student Alliance, not the RC/RA
program that sponsored the talk.
Perhaps you (or any other , students) could benefit from attending an Alliance meeting because
this organization is one of the few
campus groups that takes an active political and social stance in
Hartford and at Trinity. In the
meantime, stay informed.

Thank you,
Carol Helstosky '87

This issue is not one of race as
Professor Miller implies. Instead,
it is an issue of the element which
surrounds Trinity. Common sense
dictates that a woman should take
precaution against violation of privacy. This holds especially true at
night. The risk of offending some-

one is far less than the risk of being
raped.
Finally, I'd like to ask Professor
Miller: do you advise your, wife to
admit strangers into her residence
at night when she is alone?
Name Withheld By Request

TCBWO Thanks, Laments
To the editor:
The Trinity Coalition of Black
Women's Organization would like
to its gratitude for the support of
the "MOTOWN" dance. It was a
big sucess and we appreciate the
support of the Trinity community.
The proceeds from this dance will
be going to the United Negro
Collge Fund. This organization
provides the opportunity for promising black students to receive a
college education, through the
granting of scholarships and other
financial rewards. Through this organization, many black students,
who would otherwise not be able
to attend college because of financial burden, are given the chance
to excel in higher education. The
motto of the United Negro Fund
is "A mind is a terrible thing to
waste." Again, we thank you for
your support.
On a sadder note, we would like
to comment on a recent incident at
Trinity that was very unfortunate.

On Friday, October 11, The
TCBWO placed a "sheet" up on
the Cook arch. We also placed a
"sheet" on the bulletin board under thea arch. Both sheets were
torn down and the larger sheet was
found, raveled up, in front of the
Umoja House - the Black Cultural
Center. This unfortunate gesture
dampened the spirit of many of the
members of the organization. We
feel that this gesture had racist indications and should be addressed.
It is very unfortunate that at Trinity College many of the students,
particularly the black students, are
made to feel alienated. The Trinity
Community is a community for all
its students. We hope that a similar incident will not occur on this
campus again.

Sincerely submitted,
Eloise Nurse Co-Chairperson
Trinity Coalition of Blacks Women's Organization

Professor Wade Has A Solution
To the editor:
I would like to offer a proposal
to help the college deal with the
racial paranoia which Professor
Miller noted in his recent letter to
this venerable journal..The proposal is one which I feel sure The
Tripod can endorse given its reluctance to support the kind of action which can be seriously
threaten he racist Botha regime in
South Africa. I propose that the
college develop picture ID cards to
be worn by all black males who are
members of the student body, the
staff and faculty. Temporary cards
could be made available to other
black men who are visiting the
campus on "official" business.
These cards would carry in large

letters, OFFICAL TRINITY NEGRO, and would thus enable fearful members of the college to safely
distinguish "safe" black men from
"unsafe" ones.
If this adaptation of apartheid to
the Trinity campus proves sucessful, additional ones could be made.
For example, the college could
designate certain areas of campus
as black areas, similar to the socalled homeland areas of South Africa.
Gee! The possibilities are simply
endless.
Obsequiosly yours,
Maurice L. Wade
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
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I don't go shopping very often
for one very good reason: it costs
money. It's also a lot of work and
if I'm going to spend money, I'd
rather do it on something I enjoy.
I'd rather buy a book, an album,
go to a movie or buy a car than go
clothes-shopping any day. Once,
during a school vacation I dragged
my mother to 30 shoe stores, in
search of the perfect pair of shoes;
I'm picky and bitchy and shopping
with me isn't something my friends
clamor to do.
I've always found shopping to be
an occasion for philosophical meditation. For example, I went to
Marshalls last Saturday with three
friends and once again I began to
contemplate a number of existenstial themes. The first one was the
fact that I don't understand why
clothing should cost money. I can't
help but feel that I should be able
to walk into any store I want and
take whatever I want and walk out
again. As I was picking through
the piles upon piles of sweaters,
looking for one good, cheap thing
among the tacky, I began to perceive this as a radical new economic philosophy: everything
should be free.
After I finally found something
that I wanted to buy (a pair of
shoes, marked down from $54 to
$14, that I spent about two and a
half hours deciding on) I began to
ruminate on the differences between my shopping "spree" and
that of your classic, U.S. Government-inspected, spoiled rich brat.
My friends and 1 climbed into my
roommate's 1979 VW Rabbit,
which for all intents and purposes
is a dead rabbit; it has 110,000
miles on. it and the emergency
braking system presently consists
of an act of imagination. There's a
big hole where the lever used to

be, which makes riding sort of interesting, because you can actually
see the road as you pass over it. It
kind of makes you feel like the
Flintstones.
Dressed in our uniforms, namely
jeans and sneakers, we began this
shopping tour de force at Marshall's. After we had fanned out
across the huge expanse of the
store, it became necessary to communicate with one another, so we
screamed. To my surprise, this was
perfectly acceptable.
The other really nice thing about
Marshall's is that if you decide you
don't want something while you're
shopping, you can just put it down
whereever you are and continue on
your way. There are no push salespeople asking if they can help (I
always wonder if I look as though
I need help)
Shopping on a budget means that
when one member of the party decides after three hours to purchase
one sweater for $26.50, there is
always an incident at the register
involving that person having insufficient funds. The procedure is for
that person to scream to their
friend four registers away to throw
them a nickel. This stuff goes on
at Marshall's all the time, so it's
no big deal. I imagine that it's
nothing compared to being at Bonwit Teller's and finding tht you've
reached the credit line on you parent's American Express.
Our rich alter-egos, dressed in
outfits that are worth more than
my entire wardrobe and laden with
VISA cards with unlimited, credit,
step into their 1986 BMW adn head
for New York. After all, where
would one shop in Hartford?
Checking their hair and makeup
every five to ten minutes and discussing whether they will be going
to the Bahamas or southern

•mn ru. JUST

ASK

France for Spring Break, they arrive in The City two hours later.
My idea of shopping in New York
is buying stuff from those people
on the sidewalks who sell merchandise with the Lord and Taylor
tickets still on it, but insist that it's
not stolen. I also don't buy anything unless I am absolutely sure
that it goes with every other single
item in my wardrobe. My alter-ego
finds a scarf she likes and buys a
whole load of clothes to go with it.
r a t £M£00WF

As I was standing in Marshall's,
poking through the tray of Cabbage Patch doll slippers in dayglow colors (I didn't buy a pair), it
ocurred to me that ths was a vital
part of my Trinity experience; by
watching my alter-ego, I'll know
just how to aht if I ever stumble
upon a brand-new BMW and unlimited line of credit.
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What Right Have We to Stay in South Africa?
To the editor:
In response to your editorial
"Trustees should not divest," I
would like to point out a number
of faults with your reasoning. First
of all, although Trinity doesn't own
stock in South African corporations, corporations that deal in
South Africa must pay taxes to the
government. - They, . profit immensely through the cheap black
labor that is easily obtained.
You say that since most of the
companies have investments in adhere to the Sullivan Principles,
Trinity is Milling its moral duties.
Although the Sullivan Principles
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are a step in the right direction,
signing them is illeagal in South
Africa and akin to treason.
You claim that the most effective form of pressure in South Africa is engagement.
Since
President Kennedy, the U.S. has
held a policy of "constructive engagement." Have you seen any
changes in these twenty-five
years? I have, but they've been in
the wrong direction. All I've seen
is false promise from the Nationalist Party, the daily slaughter of
blacks, and the forced removal of
the twenty-two million blacks from
their homes by the five million
whites.
Furthermore, U.S. companies

TI

Discover Rice University's Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration — Visit with our representative
who will be on-campus on

Editor ,
John Shiffman .'
Managfrig E,dttor
Ann
Nem Editor
Barry J
„.
Richard L'. Takaes
Arts Editor'
'
Catherine Nemser
'•'

Career Counseling Office
527-3151
I am unable to visit with your representative but would you please
send me an application and a brochure about Rice University's Jones
Graduate School

Sincerely,
Julianne O'Gara '88

TRINITYTRIPOD

Wednesday, October 16,1985
9:00-11:00
To arrange an interview, contact:

employ only 70,000 of the twentytwo million blacks. People who say
that the U.S. companies are helping the blacks more by being there
than by getting out are taking a
paternalistic, if not racist, stance.
The blacks who are there,
whether employed by the U.S.
companies or not, are hurting now.
They are willing to hurt more if it
gives them their independence.
They want the U.S. out. What
right have we got to stay there?
Trinity should divest and live up to
the ethical standards it claims to
have.
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EATURES
A Nicaraguan Media Project
by Debbie Dupont
Special to the Tripod
Editor's note: The following article
was m'iginally written by a University of Connecticut student for
her campus daily.
Bright happy festivals, laughing
children and smiling mothers —
these are not the images we normally associate with a revolution
torn country, such as Nicaragua.
Instead we see battle scarred landscapes, child soldiers and weeping
'mothers.
The Nicaragua Media Project
balances
these
conceptions.
Through an exhibition of tearsheets from newspapers and magazines, orininal photo.graph.es, and
historical texts, the exhibition investigates the relationship between media accounts and the way
in which we view the Nicaraguan
situation. Sometimes a picture can
do more damage than a thousand
words; a photograph can affect our
impression of events we know
nothing about. "Our main object is
not to show distortion by the
press," said Mary Sabotino, organizer for the Nicarague Media Project, "but more of a comment of
what's been ommited in media accounts of Nicaragua."
For instance, one photograph in
the exhibition appeared in the January 24, 1983 issue of Business

Week with the caption, "Nicaragua
citizens form lines outside government supermarkets, awaiting food
rations." The original caption,
placed on the back of the picture,
reads "Distribution of free food
and milk, August 1979." Another
example of photographic misrepresentation can be found in the
February 6, 1982 issue of the
French Figaro magazine. A photograph of burning bodies is captioned, "December massacre of the
ferociously anti-Castroite Miskitos
(Indians) by the social-Marxist barbudos (bearded ones) of Nicaragua..." Underneath the Figaro
tearsheet is the uncropped original
1978 photo of uniformed Red Cross
workers burning the bodies of people who died in the uprising against
Somoza.
"We always see shots of leaders,
and they're almost always angry,"
said Sabotino. Danial Ortega, president of the right-wing Contra government, is an example. News
clippings and tearsheets show him
as uniformed, grim and unsmiling.
Juxtaposed with these images is
an original photograph of Ortega
in street clothes playing with two
young sons.
Sabitino cites one of the few positive images to appear in the press
about Nicaragua; there is a photograph of two mothers volunteering
at the front after their daughters

had been killed by the Contras.
Though, the article that accompanies this picture is about forced military conscription.
Sabitino said that it is this kind
of media coverage that the Nicaragua Media Project questions.
"We want to educate, to make
people ask why we see certain photos in conjunction with certain articles, and why we csee certain
photos and not others — the whole
way photos are presented. We
want to make them question the
objectivity of the news."
The Nicaragua Media Project,
formed two years ago was originally made up of just photographers, but now the group has
expanded to include photo editors,
photo journalists and photo historians, as well as "people who are
involved in other areas of the arts,
" said Sabtino. While the exhibition is the most visible aspect of
the Nicaragua Media Project's involvement with Nicaragua, Sabitino said they also "have a video
show going on, and we are working on a book proposal." They also
work with Central American coalitions and contribute material aid
to Nicaragua.
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The Nicaragua Media Project is
showing now through November 1
at Real Art Ways, a non-profit arts
center, located at 94 Allyn St.,
Hartfort, Ct.
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The Big E: Revalations Of The Vit- A-Mix
CHIP RHODES
The Big E Fair in Springfield,
Massachusetts has something- for
everyone. It's part carnival, part
county fair, part amusement park,
and most importantaly, it has the
Better Living Center. You can
keep your hybrid animals, your
mutant animals, your stoniachwrenching, vomit-inducing rides,
just give me a good kitchen utensil
demonstration any day. Or, to be
more specific, a man named Al (no
relation) demonstrating a Vit-aMix blender.
What a Vit-a-Mix blender is, if I
understand any of the demonstration, is an indestructable blender
that can be used to make healthy

concoctions. But, and this is important, what sets it apart — and justifies its $299.99 price tag — is the
"instant blade reversal. It makes
the difference." You see the blades
in your average blender only rotate in one direction, but the Vita-Mix can go both ways! This didn't
make much difference to me so I
asked a woman sitting next to me
what that difference was.
"Just what is the difference that
instant blade reversal makes, anyway?" I asked quite reasonable,
pointing at the slogan on the wall.
' She eyed me suspiciously. Was it
a trick? What was I implying? Why
was I bothering her? Why wouldn't
I mind my own business. Finally

she answered.
"If the blade moves one way it
just mixes everything up. [f it goes
both ways then it purees." And
leave me alone you anoying person.
I was dogged.
'
"But my mother's blender has a
button that says puree on it and
her blender doesn't have instant
blade reversal." I said without any
malice.
"Shhhhhhhhh." She answered.
The demonstration was beginning
and my friend nudged me, I think,
to make me clam up. I riveted my
eyes on Al as he adjusted his microphone. My mind raced. Would
he be funny? Would he have char-

Feature Focus
BY VORDO
Trinity College has a problem;
though it is not a problem that is
confined to this campus, but one
that is in the public eye across the
nation. It is a problem of our basic
attitudes that have been formed by
our social and economic upbringing. It seems that we are all racist
in one form or another, and to say
otherwise is pure hypocracy. This
racism has been buried in our conscious minds, but is still exists
nevertheless; this knowledge is so
embarrassing when we act so adamately in the anti-apartheid issue.
Few of us would not feel apprehensive walking in the north end
of Hartford wearing topsiders and
a LaCoste shirt. People are threatened by this scenerio, but also by
the Commitiee to end Homophobia. Why are we scared of minority
people? I don't know, I'll let the
sociologists answer that one. We
all hold these attitudes, be it in
either humour or in unrelenting
hatred aimed at a specific group,
even if most people don't notice it.
Within a cross-section of this campus, one could find rascim, sexism,
antisemitism, homophobia, and
other such maladies; we can find
these attitudes, but we would have
to look hard for specific examples.

Even the tone of this article is vaguely racist since it sets specific
groups of people aside of the community. Trinty College may be
representative of this issue, but it
is not representative of the American population. In the real world,
the minority population is larger
than seven percent. We live and
study in a social and economic island; therefore, we need to build
bridges to the surounding community and expand our own minority
population. The admission office is
trying to rectify this situation, but
they tell us that the general campus attitude does not encourage
minority martriculation. Bad attitude, less minority students, more
racial apathy — Catch-22. Even the
security bulletins are insensitive
to this issue as they play off of illfounded connotations by saying
'black male in dorm.' Just because
a person is black, or red, or purple,
or green, it doesn't mean he or she
is dangerours.
Ok, wnat do we do, how do we
fight this unconscious paranoia of
people that are differnt?
How about encountering them —
look at their view, it might broaden
our minds a bit, it might give us a
'liberal' educational experience.

There are more than few lectures,
dances, and other events sponcored by minority groups like the
TBO, Lamda, Asia, Hillel, and others, but people seem to be apprehensive to attend these functions,
since these racist fears exist. People don't understand that these
groups were created with as much
purpose to educate as well as to
support. Professors should take a
more active interest in enlightning
their students about, and encouraging their students to take advantage of these groups.
As the popular song "People
are people" tells us, there is no
real justification for racism in this
day and age. Most of us don't really
believe or understand that. Eveyone, regardless of his or her skin
color or beliefs has a right to their
asparations, opinions, and needs,
but we often unconsciously deny
other poeple these rights By being
judgementale. Poets throughout
the ages have cried that man needs
friendship and understanding, yet
why are these commodities so absent now?
Please send comments, suggestions, and rebutals to Box 7008.
Thank you.

isma? Would he talk fast?
"Ladies and Gentlemen, my
name is Al and I'm here to introduce to you something that no
kitchen, no complete kitchen,
should be without. Now pay attention because there's going to be a
quiz afterwards."
"Ha, ha, has, has!" That was a
good one. The woman next to me
joined in on the laughter. There's
nothing like a good communal
laugh to break down barriers. My
friend, however, wasn't laughing.
She was staring at me.
"You didn't think that was
funny, did you?" she asked.
"Loosen up." I suggested.
Al was now on cruise control.
Mouthingg words that he had obviously spoken thousand of times,
he was gliding. My friend was in
favor of forsasking the Vit-a-Mix
for the super-duper, really scary
ride or whatever it is called. Then
she heard the magic words.
"Now stick around because you
get to eat, daree I say gobble, all
these delicious and nutritious
goodies when my presentation is
over. That'll be in about four
hours...chuckle...chuckle, I'm joking, of course." Al had charisma,
there's no question. My friends
eyes lit up.
"Did he say free food?"
"Yes."
"Let's stay." And so we settled
in for the duration. No more
thoughts of rides, all that mattered was the Vit-a-Mix and Al.
The place was pretty much filled
up by now and Al was going
strong, "...just look at those babies
fly. Now you ladies know that this
is no ordinary blender." The
woman next to me nodded in
agreement. I did too.
"This baby can also make lemonade. Let'ss make some to go
with our date bread. But we're not
going to make the kind of lemonade you get in the supernarket, no
this will be real lemonade made
with real lemaon juice." Al pulled
out a can of Country Time lemonade drink.
"See this here, good old-fashion
lemonade, right? Wrong, this is
made without any lemon juice, only
chemicals and preservatives."
A murmur escaped the collective
listeners. People looked betrayed.

If you can't trust good old-fashion
lemonade, what can you trust? This
seemed to the unspoken question.
I only shook my head in regret. My
friend's stomach grumbled.
"Now," Al continued, "If you
want real lemon juice and you want
to find it in a supermarket maybe
you should try this." He pulled out
a bottle of Ajax dishwashing liquid. "Ha, ha, but don't drink it."
We laughed too.
"When do we get food?" My
friend demanded.
"Prettyy soon I think. He's made
the date bread, the lemonade, and
all that's left is the rasberry custard he promised. Be patient." She
looked displeased.
The custard took another ten
minutes and finally Al began his
wrap up.
"A woman came up to me yesterday and told me that she was
still using her Vit-a-Mix today,
fourty years after she bought it.
That's right," Al said, tapping the
Vit-a-Mix, "This baby is made out
of stainless steel. It's indestructable. Sure it costs more, but it's
worth it." Aaah-hah, now we were
getting someplace.
"How much is it?" A woman in
the fromt row wanted to know. Al
was ready for this one.
"I'm glad you asked. I'm not
going to lie to you and say that the
Vit-a-Mix is cheap because it's
not." You could have heard a pin
drop. "It costs two-hundred and
ninety-nine dollars and ninety-nine
cents." I wondered why the hell
they didn't make the price an even
three-hundred dollars.
My friend turned to be with a
big grin. "Want to go halvzees?"
"Food." I answered. She bolted
up, weaved her way through the
throngs of people, and returned
with two pieces of date bread, two
servings of rasberry custard, and
two cups of real lemonade. Everything was good. Tasty and nutritious.
We munched in silence for a minute or so and I asked, "Where to
next?"
"Well," my friend smiled, "I
hear that a guy named Bart is
demonstrating a frying pan that is
nuclear bomb-proof."
"Cool, let's do it." And off we
went.
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Feinsod's Buried Child Is a Great Success
by Catherine Nemser
Arts Editor

When I heard about Sam Shepard's play Buried Child, I was reluctant to go see it. If Tennessee
Williams would not cross the street
to go out and see it, then that
seemed like a warning to me. I do
not not enjoy cursing, absurdity,
and violence for their own sake, as
many comtempory plays tend to
indulge in. Yet, to my surprise and
delight, Buried Child was wonderful. Furthemore, the sup grb acting
job of the cast enhancec' my appreciation of this play:
The first act opens with Dodge,
a crotchety old man played by Ken
Festa, sitting on a couch watching
television. He is wrapped in a blanket and wears a baseball cap. Behind him is a door and two
suspended windows enabling the
audience to see a front porch.
Stage left is a staircase from which
the voice of a harping woman is
heard. The voice is Dodge's wife,
Halie, played by Lisa Van Riper.
From this first scene, we learn that
Halie has had an affair before she
is married and is bitter about her
life in the present with her husband. Dodge has internalized his
anger but lets it slip out in utterances of key phrases such as "It's
always raining in Illinois" and remarks how it never rains in California or Florida, the places where
Halie has had her affair/s.
After Halie asks Dodge where
Tilden is, their first born son,
Dodge calls him into the living

room. Tilden, played by Guy Ful- ten. Tilden suggests that Dodge
ford, enters with a zombie-like ap- takes a nap and when he falls
pearance carrying corn in his arms. asleep, Tilden dumbs the corn
He is wearing jeans, worker's husks on him and steels his bottle
boots and a flannel shirt. As Dodge of alcohol hidden under the couch.
asks Tilden where he got the corn,
A few minutes after Tilden exwe discover that Tilden is in an its, Bradley, played by Tim Cunemotional numb state. Dodge
ningham, enters through the front
claims that there hasn't been any
door tripping over the table. He is
corn out back since 1935 about
dressed in jeans, a black shirt and
thirty years ago and repremands
black leather boots having a toughTilden for stealing it. Tilden dumbs
guy appearance. Seeing Dodge
the corn into Dodge's lap. After
covered with corn husks, he curses,
going off stage to get a chair, Til"Jesus" and approaches the couch.
den picks up the corn and begins
Sinisterly, he climbs on top of the
to husk it. Corn becomes symbolic
couch and malisciously shaves
of children and fertilty
Dodges head. Act one ends and we
can see that these people are disCreating a threatening presence
connected as individuals and as a
with her entrance, Halie slowly
family. They talk to each other but
comes down the stairs delivering a
each are in their own world. 1
speech about her sons. She is
wearing a matronly black dress
Act Two begins with an empty
and a black veil over her head. We
stage and the voice of a laughing
learn that Tilden somehow got in girl in the background. Then Vince
trouble in New Mexico and had to and Shelly, his girl friend, enter
come home. Bradley, the second
talking on the back porch. Shelly,
son, cut his leg off with a chain
played by Elaine Khoury is wearsaw. She ends by talking about her
ing a white rabbit fur coat with
dead son Ansel, saying how he got tight jeans and white pumps.
involved with the mob and married
Vince, Adam Piacente, is wearing
a Catholic, Italian girl, b
jeans, cowboy boots, a shirt and
leather vest; he has a slick presShe says that she is going to
ence. Shelly is teasing Vince about
Father Dewis' warning Dodge not
his seemingly quaint family, and
to let Tilden out in the back and
saying that Bradley is coming over he is worried about her making a
bad impression on the folks. They
to give Dodge a haircut. Dodge
does not want Bradley to cut his go into the house and Vince goes
hair because the last time, he left up stairs to see if anyone is home.
She is left in the living' room to
Dodge bald. As she is leaving,
Dodge says that Bradley isn't his discover Dodge lying asleep on the
couch. She wakes him up and he
son and that "My flesh and blood
makes a pass at her. Vince comes
is buried in the back yard." This
stairs
and shouts,
statement jars Halie, but she is off. down
After she has left, Tilden objects "Grandpa", but Dodge claims not
to recognize him. Vince says thai
to his remark saying that everyhe on his way to New Mexico to
body knows and she hasn't forgot-
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A curled up Ken Festa, Elaine Khoury, and Guy Fulford
visit his father and Dodge replies
that he is here. When Tilden enters carrying carrots that her
gathered from outside, Vince calls
out to him. Tilden, in his usual fog,
does not recognize him either.
Shelly, becoming quite agitated,
begs Vinee to leave. Seeing that
Vince is trying to communicate
with his family, she begins to talk
to Tilden and peel his carrots as if
temporarily accepting the situation. Vince, feeling very confused
and upset, decides to appease his
grandfather's wishes by going out
and buying him another bottle.
Shelly is left alone with his crazy
family feeling dismayed, confused
and upset; she says that she was
expecting "turkey" and "apple
pie", the American myth. She
starts talking to Tilden and he begins to talk about the family se-

cret. He says that they had a baby
and that Dodge killed it; he
drowned it.
After the discussion, Bradley
enters and terrifies everyone. His
entrance is quite effective as he
slowly unbuttons and removes his
coat. As he walks in the room,
Shelly backs up. Equating Shelly
with Tilden, he begins to verbally
abuse Tilden. Scared, Tilden runs
out the front door. Meanwhile,
Dodge has curled up in a ball on
the floor. Shelly is helpless against
this bullying monster. Act Two
ends with Bradley forcefully sticking his fingers in Shelly's mouth,
symbolic of Bradley's desire for
power. Conflicts have been developed between Shelly and Vince,
Vince and Dodge, Tilden and
Dodge, and Bradley and everyone
continued on page 14

Upcoming Citltiiiral Events
major Hartford production of Sam
Shepard's True West. This piay
will be presented at the Wadsworth Atheneum's Avery Theater
on weekends November 8 through
The Trinity Organ Series will
December 1.
open its current season with a recital by the distinguished English
Set in a suburban home 40 miles
organist, John Scott, on Friday,
east of Los Angeles on the edge of
October 25 at 8:15 p.m. in the
the Mojave Desert, True West is
Trinity Chapel.
at once a dramatic, humourous,
Mr. Scott is currently the sub- and highly personal work reflecting the character of the old and
organist on London's famed St.
Paul's Cathedral. In 1981, Mr. new American West. In The Theater Workshop production, Lee is
Scott performed The Organ Volplayed by Michael Wallace and
untaries and was accompanist to
Austin by Stephen Campo — both
Kiri Te Kanawa at the wedding of
Hartford area actors.
the Prince and Princess of Wales.
In 1984, Mr. Scott also became the
The Theater Workshop's profirst western musician ever to win duction of True West is being dithe prestigious J.S. Bach Organ
rected by Arthur Feinsod, the
Competition in Leipzig.
newly appointed Director of Theater at Trinity.
The public is invited to this perPerformances of The Theater
formance, which, is part of Mr.
Workshop's play are at 8 p.m. on
Scott's first North American solo
Fri. and Sat., and at 7 p.m. on
tour. There is no admission charge.
Sundays. Tickets are $8($5 for students and seniors). For informaAuthor Gloria Naylor
tion and reservation, call 521-2701.

Famed Organist Opens
Trinity Organ Series

to Speak at Trinity

Gloria Naylor, who won an
American Book Award in 1983 for
"Women of Brewster Place" will
speak at Trinity College on Tuesday, October 29 at 8 p.m. in the
McCook Auditorium. She will be
giving a reading and a lecture entitled, "The Black Woman as Image
Maker
in . American
Literature." The event is sponsored by Trinity's Women's Center, the Trinity Coalition of Blacks,
the Coalition of Black Women, the
English Department and the Office of Minority Affairs. Admission
is free and the public is invited.

Another Shepard Play
The Theater Workshop, a new
semi-professional repertory theater company based in Harford, will
debut this November with the first

Ibsen's Little Eyolf
The Yale Repertory Theatre will
perform Henrik Ibsen's rarely-performed Little Eyolf from October
22 through November 16. Evening
performances will begin at 8:00 on
every night of the run except Saturdays, when the curtain will go
up at 8:30. Matinees, which are
every Saturday and Wednesday
.November 6, begin at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are priced as follows:
Previews: $9.50 Mon., Tues.,
Weds, evenings and matinees:
$12.50 Fri. and Sat. evenings:
$19.50.

November 4. Jean Glasel, Travel
Coordinator for the Atheneum,
and Judith Rohrer, noted lecturer
and guest curator of several MATRIX shows, will lead the trip.
Highlights of the trip will include
the Prado in Madrid, El Escorial
in Segovia, the home of El Greco
in Toledo, and the churches of Sevilla. Information on this and other
Atheneum art tours may be obtained by calling Jean Glasel at
674-1114.
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Joan Mondale lectures
at The Bushnell
V ,

Joan Mondale focuses the spotlight on "Art as the Fingerprint of
History" when she launches the
1885-86 Morning Lecture Club at
11 a.m. on October 24 at The Bushnell.
An accomplished potter, Mrs.
Mondale has been an energetic advocate for the arts. In 1977, when
her husband was vice president of
the United States, she was named
Honorary Chairperson of the Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities.
For tickets to the Joan Mondale
lecture, call The Bushnell box office 246-6807. Tickets are also
available at all Ticketron outlets

Women in Music Series
Ann Sears, pianist and music
historian will give a lecture — recital on the works of American
composer Amy Beach and several
of her New England comtempories. This event will take place in
the Widner Gallery on Tues., Oct.
29 at 2:40 p.m. Admission is free.

Atheneum Art Tour
The Wadsworth Atheneum is
sponsoring an international art
tourto Spain October_21 through^

•

Be a part of the arts staff and
come to an assignment meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Jackson
basement.
.

* - » * •*•••'•*•

Lenora Champagne: A One Woman Show
by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer

As a part of the "Women in Performance" series this fall, Lenora
Champagne will be1 producing and
acting in two of her own plays,
called, "Reptile Warmth" and
"Getting1 over Tom." These plays
are being held in Seabury Hall,
Studio 47 on Thursday, October. 17,
1985 at 7:30 p.m.
This will be Champagne's first
performance as the Theatre Department's Artist-in-Residence.
She brings to this college her sense
of energy and innovation. She has
been described by Jennifer Dunning in the New York Times as "An
accomplished leading exponent of
performance artists."
Champagne is a performance
artist from a variety of areas. She
has worked in New York, Louisiana, Boston, and Hartford. In May
1985, she performed "Fractured
Julliet", another one of her own
plays, at the Real Art Ways. This
play is a 20th century adaptation

of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet; this time, her play asks the
question, "What would have happened to their passion if Julliet had
indeed lived?"
The two plays which will be seen
on Thursday, October 17, follow in
the vein of "Fractured Julliet"
since they are interested in modern concerns. Both plays comment
on sexual hangups, explore gender
stereotypes, and, are very funny
and energetic.
"Reptile Warmth" is an ironic
look at sexuality and spirituality
and what happens when the two
are confused. One unique touch to
this play is Champagne's own
home recorded tapes of "swampsounds"! "Getting over Tom",is a
talking dance about balance and
imbalance, control and loss of control, holding back and letting go.
Champagne urges that her plays
are accessable, especially to' s t u dents. She said, "They are nondidactic, entertaining, and provocative." Since Studio 47 in Seabury
Hall is so small, it is advised that
reservations be made at the Box
Office Austin Arts Center by, calling 527-8062.
••' \ \ ,
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RTS& ENTERTAINMENT
Gary Gilder Received
Applause for his Poetry
by Jennifer Edmondson
Staff Writer
Poet Gary Gilder presented a
reading of his works on Wednesday, October 9, in the Faculty Club
at Hamlin Hall. Most seats were
filled, and all who attended waited
anxiously to see and hear Gilder.
Hugh Ogden, of the English Department, introduced the guest
artist, who was dressed casually in
blue jeans and a t-shirt. His attire
seemed indicative of his writing
style, as many would hear as the
evening progressed.
Gilder disregarded the podium/
standing in front of it, closer to his
audience. The evening was characterized by reminiscences of Gilder's mid-western youth, the theme
of much of his poetry and prose.
His repertoire began with a poem
inspired by his eighth grade foot-

ball coach, and the intensity of
competition the coach promoted in
the team's members. Other poems
told of the building of his family's
house, his father, and his neighbors. One particular piece, entitled
"Nails", stood out by merit of its
expert observations of surroundings as seen from the eyes of a
growing boy. Each poem or story
was preceeded by a short explanation of the experience that was
its basis, as if to let the audience
share in his life as well as his work.
It was these explanations, combined with the Gary Gilder's
unique style, that gave the evening
an aire of closeness, more like a
gathering of family than a reading
of poetry. Although not all of Gilder's stories were autobiographical,
their specific detail was enough to
forget that the narrative character
was not Gilder himself.
Gary Gilder's style is marked by
a simplicity that is not common-

place in modern literature. Many
of the works displayed by Gilder in
Hamlin dealt with his youth. Effectively, his style is just that —
youthful, with observations and
terminology that seem to come
straight from the mind and mouth
of a child. He burdens not the listener with explanations, but presents with color, flair, and
authenticity images of yesteryear.
Gilder's simple brilliance is the
kind of inspiration that brings listeners of all ages to reminisce of
their own days as children.
Gary Gilder's presentation at
Hamlin, in all its effortless, down
to earth splendor, had a profound
effect on this reviewer. With his
work, Gilder seemed to hit home.
Despite their real, believable,
youthful innonence, Gilder's main
characters were always wise beyond their years. It is.perhaps, this
hidden wisdom, created and enhanced by the artist's expertise,
that made Wednesday's reading so
personal. Gilder's poetry is poetry
for and about real people. This was
made evident in the Faculty Club
last Wednesday, at which time
Gary Gilder shared his life and
work with the public.

Gary Gilder reading his work

photo by Juan Carlos Sallchs

Interviews with the Editors of Trinity's Two Literary Magazines
Offhand
by Judy Sanford

You have seen the face, but what
is the real story behind Offhand
magazine? The magazine was
formed last year, with the takeover of an established literary arts
magazinei Last year, the 'current
editors were sitting around a table, trying to come up with a
catchy name for their new magazine. Finally, one girl said, "Off-'
hand...I can't think of anything
offhand," and a few others said,
"That's it!" Thus came the birth
of Trinity's alternative magazine,
"not to be thought of as competition to Trinity's other literary and
arts magazine."
This eclectic magazine had an
extremely successful spring semester, with approximately 150

submissions received. The staff
hopes that students' willing to contribute will, once again, be abundant. According to Gerry Bunting,
the magazine's editor-in-chief,
"Offhand is interested in receiving
poems, short stories, (even long
short stories), black and white photographs and drawings, and perhaps even color photographs, if
they contain good color contrast."
All art submissions will be returned-in the spring. The names of
contributors are withheld during
the judging so that the staff will
be unbiased. Submissions should be
addressed to Box 470, or given to
a staff member. Meetings are held,
6:30 to 7:00 p.m.
Steve Balon, another Ofjhand
editor, encourages students to
"prepare and perhaps dig up some
good contributions over Open Period, and encourage talented
friends to submit." Bunting adds
that "submissions from the faculty
are welcome."

The Review
by Michele Turner
Staff Writer
The signs are up all over campus
inviting us to contribute to The Review, the official student literature
and arts magazine, published biannually. In recent years, there has
been some confusion, as to the philosophy of The RevievJ arid h ow i t
relates to the "newer" publication,
Offhand.
Kristine Belson, editor of The
Review, described the magazine as
a collection of the best submitted
pieces of writing and artwork from
the student body. The Review has
been a part of the Trinity campus
for about ten years and is funded
by SGA. There is little chance of
any drastic revisions in The Review's format or position as a publication. :
However,
the

conservative image that The Review has gained is something that
Kristine would like to change.
As a student, Belson has observed that the two magazines are
regarded as competetive in spirit.
Although she does not wish to have
this competetive label, there are
two areas where this rivalry is apparent: in the past philosophies of
the publications and in the struggle to acquire quality submissions.
The Review hasV always followed
the same philosophy, whereas Offhand (formerly Silences) was once
more of an underground, avantegarde publication, not funded by
any student group. Now that the
two publications are similar in purpose, the difficulty of competition
between magazines for submissions has arisen.
Belson now feels that it would'
be "in the best interest" -of both
publications for the two to merge
and form one magazine with the

combined benefits of each individual magazine. As it stands now,
she is worried that "two lesser
magazines are produced instead of
one superior one."
Working with The Review this
year, Kristine hopes that more
work will be submitted. There has
been some bitterness in the past
because the staff's work has appeared frequently and in large,proportions throughout the magazine.
Belson realises this and attributes
it to the interest and talent that
the staff has in the fields of art
and writing. However, to prevent
such bitterness, she and other staff
members are not contributing their
work to this fall's edition.
This year's submission deadline
is earlier than that of last year (October 18 for writing and November
1 for artwork) in hopes that the
magazine will be out before final

BURIED CHILD CONTINUED
continued from page 13
• is left the house and Tilden gets
else. All the characters are alien- moves quickly as all the characters
ated from each other and from banter back and forth with each • the power tools. When Dodge has
stopped talking, Vince throws the
their true selves by the murder of other. Shelly takes over dominaleg out the side door and begins
tion from Halie by yelling that she
this baby.
his monologue about his reasons •
The third act takes place the fol- does not like to be ignored. She
for not coming back immediately.
lowing morning with Bradley grabs Bradley's leg upsetting
He says that when he was driving
asleep on the couch with his fake everyone. Halie says that Shelly
away, he looked at his face but it
leg unattached to'his body, and does not belong here, and Bradley
was another man's. His face kept
Dodge asleep on the floor by the exclaims that "everything is alchanging to that of his father's, his
stair case next to a knocked over right here; we're good people."
grandfather's and then back to alchair. Shelly enters carrying a cup
Dodge finally takes control and
lof his ancestors. He decided that
of bouillon for Dodge. She wakes says that he is going to talk
he had to return. From the front
him and he again tries to make a whether Shelly or anybody else liporch, Shelly says that she is leavpass at her. She says that it has kes it or not. He reveals that Halie
ing with or without him, but, he
stopped raining and that she is no had become pregnant after they
decides to stay. '
longer scared. She feels comforta- had stopped sleeping together. Tilble in the house as if it were her's. den knew about the whole affair
Vince kicks the Father out of the
Dodge says that he has never felt but loved the baby. He used to hold
house, wraps himself up in his
like the house was familiar to him. it in his arms and take it for long
grandfather's blanket, and sits on
Shelly remarks that she, spent the walks. Afraid of ruining the famithe couch to watch television. Renight in Halie's room and noticed ly's reputation and success, Dodge
ligion, which is supposed to be a
all the pictures, especially one with admitts that he drowned the child.
comfort, is useless. As the lights
the children standing in a corn field Halie cries out where are all'the
fade, a muddy Tilden comes back
and a woman holding a baby. men,
on stage from the side carrying a
Shelly remarks, "The past never
dug up corpse of a child. He walks
Vince returns roaring drunk
happened as far as you're con- singing a war song on the front
across the stage and goes up stairs
cerned." Dodge says that Halie porch. Shelly calls out to him sayto his mother. The sin is out in the
knows the heritage "back to the ing that she wants to leave. Halie
open.
, .
grave"; he comes from a long line tells him to stop and,this time,
Ken Festa handled the role of
of corpes; who holds him in his Dodge recognizes him. Vince says
Dodge very well. His facial expres.memory? Shelly, then asks for the that he devours families. In fact,
sions added to the eccentricity of
truth about the baby.
the character and made him huthe family has driven him crazy.
mourous-as well as sympathetic.
At this point, we see Halie on Shelly leaves the living room and
Furthermore, he was able to estabthe front porch in a bright, yellow waits for ViVince on the front
lish a good rapport with the other
dress flirting with Father Dewis, porch. Vince cuts the screen door
characters on stage. Guy Fulford
played by Todd L. Gillespie. They with a knife and enters with the
seemed a bit rigid at first, but I
enter to find the house in shambles knife place between his teeth,
think this stiffness comes from the
and Shelly sitting next to Dodge. looking like a commando. Vince
director's interpretation of the
"First she bullies Bradley on the picks up the fake leg and teases
part. Otherwise, he did a wondercouch and then goes over to intim- Bradley with it placing it within
ful job with the ghost-like Tilden.
idate Shelly. The Father, feeling his reach then pulling it away.
awkward in the situation, tells > Meanwhile, Dodge has lain down Lisa Van Riper really came into
her own in Act Three. Her presHalie to pull out the bottle of whis- on the floor in the position of a
ence was forceful and terrifying.
key from his pocket. The scene corpse and recites his will. Vince

pnoto by John Kail

Elaine Khonry as Shelly reachingout to a ghost-like Guy Fulford
You could feel the intensity of the
anger and frustration in her character. Piacente as well seemed to
come., alive in the third act as the
insane Vince. The vivacity he emitted was very moving.
I must say that Tim Cunningham
and Elaine Khoury did outstanding jobs. Cunningham's movements and delivery produced an
eerie1 effect. He, seemed to play the
part with ease and agility. What
made the evening for me was

Khoury's performance. The Shelly
she created was dynamic and sensitive. Khoury's acting seemed
very energetic and natural on
stage. She was a delight to watch.
Lastly, a commendable word
should be given to the stage set. It
appeared to look very professional.
All in all, Buried Child was a
very enjoyable show. Bravo Arthur Feinsold for a tight, well-directed production.
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Coming Soon: Ruddygore to Austin Arts
Portraits of Ancestor from the
east of Ruddygore

by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer

photo by Arnold Berman

John Summerford

There are a lot of reasons why
the cast and crew involved in Ruddygore should be excited about
their upcoming show at the Austin
Arts Center on November 1-3 and
8-10. The show has a large budget
to work with, a number of new
faces and a completed staging
weekend.
Ruddygore is one of Gilbert and
Sullivan's lesser known musicals
and, yet, many cast members have
come to favor it. They say it's because the musical has more depth
to it — the characters are portrayed more realistically and the
dialogue is more refined. Ruddygore follows in the footsteps of
Yeoman of the Guard which was
performed last year at Trinity.
The three principles in Ruddygore are Michael Garver as Rich'
ard Dauntless, Liesl Odenweller as
Rose Maybud, and Jon Potter as
Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd. One of
the leads said that it was difficult
at first to sing with the orchestra
without feeling overpowered by
them. While the six weeks of re-

hearsals have been described as
"intense" and "tough", by some it
seems to be the common feeling
that this hard work, and in particular, the close attention to the text,
was essential for a successful performance.
It has been said that Ruddygore
will be the most elaborate and the
most costly theatre production at
Trinity to date. The larger budget
has enabled director, Gerry Moshell, to do such things as commission professional artists to heip
with the show. Karen Sparks Mellon is the set designer, Scott Collinshaw, a 1981 graduate of
Trinity, is the choreography, and a
professional light designer has also
been consulted. Continuing on this
grander scale, the show will also
have a variety of special effects,
colorful costumes, and a full orchestra comprised of Trinity and
Hartt School musicians.
Stage manager, Mary Beth
Binns said she was glad to see new
people in the musical, especially
upper classmen who have never
been in a performance at Trinity
before. Binns also commented on
the good progress of the show and
said that there is a "high excitement" running through the cast
members.

Live : "Tears for Fears"
by Mary Sabatini
Staff Writer
Tuesday, October 1, many Trinity students had the pleasure of
seeing the English band, "Tears
for Fears",.,perform at the,Hartford Civic Center, compliments of
Mather Campus Center. The opening act, "The Adventures," proved
to be a lively, energetic group who
is likely to have success in the
United States.
The main attraction was, of
course, "Tears for Fears," consisting of Curt Smith and Roland Orzabal whose powerful vocals
infused their dynamic music with
force and vigor. The eighty-five
minute show feature tunes from
their albums "The Hurting" and
"Songs from the Big Chair." The
concert opened with the rousing
"Mothers Talk" and continued to
produce impelling sounds that
stimulated the audience. The group
performed "Memories Fade" with

moving passion. Intensity reached
fever pitch in the crowd when the
thunderous "Shout" concluded the
concert. The band returned to deliver two encores, closing with a
spirited rendition of "Change."
Without doubt, "Tears for Fears"
gave a stirring live performance.
However, the concert was lacking in several aspects. The band,
ifter having established a good
-apport with the audience, failed
to expand that relationship. They
merely played their music instead
of gripping the viewers; it gave one
a disappointed feeling of simply
seeing a video. Furthermore, the
concert was too brief although it is
understandable in view of the fact
that the band has only produced
two albums. Nevertheless, improvisation would have, been more than
welcome here.
In sum, "Tears for Fears" delivered an exciting show and will definitely have continued success in
the future.
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Featuring:
Michael Garver as Richard Dauntless
Liesl Odenweller as Rose Maybud
Jon Potter as Ruthven Murgatroy
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RUDDYGORE, or The Witch's Curse
An operetta by Gilbert and Sullivan
fully staged with orchestra
Stage and musical direction; Gefaid
Moshell
Choreography: Scott Collishaw
Produced by The Department of
Music
Gilbert and Sullivan's hilarious parody
of 19th-century melodrama, featuring
the famous Act II: "transformation
scene* in which full-length portraits of
ghostly ancestors come to life.
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Twelfth Night at Hartford Stage
hances life; and theatre that entertains."
In 1980, Mark Lamas became
Artist Director of the company and
with him came the interest in con:
tempory views of classic plays. The
Last Tuesday evening, I had the
production of "Twelfth Night or
privilege of attending the HartWhat You Will" is a prime examford Stage Company's production
ple of how this idea works beautiof "Twelfth Night" with tickets
fully. The adminstrative and
that they generously gave to my
production staff at the Hartford
theatre class. The play was fabuStage Company have year round
lous and the company's interprepositions, while designers and actation of Shakespeare was very
tors are hired for each specific prowell done. Although the language
duction.
remained the way Shakespeare
The Hartford Stage Company is
had written it, the costumes, mualso involved in the community
sic, and props were contempory
through their special student matand made the plot, much easier to
inees, discussions, and profesfollow and more identifiable. I have
sional intern program.
never laughed so hard at Shakespeare's comedy and I think the
This fall, the company will be
key to this was the modern interperforming "Ashayna Maidel", a
pretation commonly used by this
play about two Jewish sisters who
company.
are seperated during World War
II, "Androcles and the Lion", and
The Hartford Stage Company is
"Tooth of the Crime" by Sam Shea non-profit professional theatre,
founded in 1964. In 1977, the com- 'phard (January through February
23, 1986). Presently "Twelfth
pany moved to the Huntingdon
Night or What You Will" is playTheatre in downtown Hartford
ing, and will be through November
where it is now located. It was es3rd. I urge anyone who likes
tablished to create "theatre that
drama, or likes to laugh, to see this
provides nourishment for the soul;
play.
theatre, that validates and enby Michelle Turner
Stall Writter

Chris Saranec

s
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ARTFORD
Feds Raise
Liquor Tax

Dodd Speaks on Costs
by Fran Rametta and Richard
Takacs

As the costs of college and advanced studies continue to rise,
more students are pushed further
away from their goals of attending
reputable colleges and universities.
As the time nears for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, public officials are taking
a closer look at how essential it is
to fulfill financial needs of college
students.
United States Senator Christopher Dodd addressed this issue
Friday in a open forum at the State
Capitol. The Senate Subcommittee
on Education, Arts, and Humanities discussed the "Reathorization

Among the speakers in the hearing were Norma Glasgow, Connecticut Commisioner of Higher
Education, a panel of University
Presidents, the President of the
ConConnecticut Student Loan
Foundation, and the Vice-President of the Connecticut Association of Professional Financial Aid
Administrators.
A panel of parents and students,
including Trinity's Mary Carew,
also spoke on the necessity of continuing student financial assistance. The bill is sure to receive
much public support and attention
when it comes up for reauthorization.

Milner Debates Groa-rk
by Barry A. Freedman
News Editor
Thursday night Oct. 3 was the
kick off to the Hartford mayoral
debate series. Two-term Democratic Mayor Thirman L. Milner
and his Republican challenger
Eunice Groark debated heatedly
over whether the mayor should
have more power.
The debate took place at Trinity
Episcopal Church in the Asylum
Hill section of Hartford. Twentyfive people attended.
Milner called for more authority
in the office of mayors "There has
to be Someone who is seen as primarily responsible and who is actually responsible, "said Milner, in
The Hartford Courant, •
Milner said that he cannot respond effectively to the numerous
requests from Hartford residents
who need help from city government. The Republican challenger,
Groark, countered his statement
by stating that she believes in the
city manager of government. A

by Barry A. Freedman
News Editor

of the Higher Education Act", an
act which conces the programs,
and policy options for these issue.

strong city mayor "brings professionalism to the city," she said.
this issue was the only major
cleavage between the two candidates during the 80 minute debate.
Milner critized his challenger's
performance as minority leader of
the City Council and stated that
her party, the Republican Party,
has hurt the city by budget cuts.
"We have recieved more cuts under the Reagan administration
than we ever have recieved before," Milner said. Groark retorted by saying that the Reagan
administration has given Hartford
a grant in aid.
The two also clashed over the
amount of money for recreation
centers in Asylum Hill, both
agreed to increae the amount.
However, Milner stated that
Groark voted to cut the Parks and
Recreation Department budget.
This was the first of seven mayoral debates scheduled. The debate
was sponsored by the Sigourny
Square Civic Association.

Andrew's on "Linkage
by Andrea Krause

Hartford City Council incumbent Ben Andrews spoke October
3, at Trinity College's third Political Breakfast Roundtable sponsored by the freshman seminar,
"Political and Oral Communications".
Andrews, who is a Republican
candidate for council office, has
been President of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) and a
candidate for Congress.
His forum consisted of his
thought on the political trends of
the city, the problem commonly
known as "linkage" and the resolution of housing problems.
A strong believer in partisan politics, the City Council,incumbent
feels that too many voters use the'
wrong criteria for choosing the
candidate(s) for whom they vote.
He believes many people vote the
"Party Lever" — the process of
voting for all of one party's candidates as opposed to selecting candidates based on their individual
merits.
Andrews sees this trend as his
enemy because because Hartford
is a heavily Democratic city with a

99

7:1 ratio of Democrats to Republicans. He says, "People like myself
benefit when we are looked at and
examined individually." His advice
to voters is: "You ought to vote for
the candidates who makes sense,"
On the issue of linkage, a now
familiar issue to political roundtable followers which concerns' the
keeping of tax dollars within Hartford for the benefit of the poor and
elderly, Andrews sees Hartford as
a "center of an economic region."
He feels there is a way to use tax
money, which is presently being
spent on public services and transportation for commuters to the
city, within Hartford so as to be
beneficial to those who live in
Hartford and not just the commuters. Andrews believes his election to the City Council would be a
step toward this end, and that the
Council "will and must solve this
problem.

,' -,. ..••.-...,

In order to solve the problem of
housing, incumbent Andrews recognizes the need "not to make the
city poorer". He proposes appropriations for housing for "an array" and "broad spectrum" of
people and socio-economic levels.
This he believes will bring more
money into the system as well as
keep money in Hartford and that
this will improve the general lot of
the people of Hartford.

What goes down has now gone
up!
As of October 1, the federal excise tax on liquor jumped considerably. The new tax was felt
nationally as September ended and
October began.
The federal excise tax increased
19%. The tax affects hard liquor
and cordials. Wine and beer taxes
are unaffected.
The tax is another effort by the
federal government to crack down
on drunken driving and drunken
driving fatalities. The liquor industry market has been weakened by
the increase of states' drinking
ages, the end of happy hours and
promotions, and the use of police
road blocks in many states.
The tax increase alone will decrease the sale of alcohol, nationally, by an estimated three to five
percent.
The increase has meant many
hours of tedious inventory work for
package store owners and employees. All retailers and wholesalers
have had to take an inventory of
the stock and then convert the
number of liters to gallons. "The
alcohol price went up $2 per proof
gallon," said owner of H&L Package Store Fernando Estevam,
"There has been a decrease in
sales," he said.
Putnam Coes, a Trinity College
student and part-time bartender at
thje College View Cafe, reported
that "the new tax raised prices on
mixed drinks and shots by twenty
five cents. The average price went
from $1.25 to $1.50. There really
hasn't been a decrease because the
drink prices are still very reasonable."
The tax increase will add a minimum of $2 to a gallon of 100 proof
liquor, $1.80 to 90-proof and $1.60
to 80 proof. The tax on a gallon of
100 proof is $12.50.

Milner's Mom Dies at 84
Pechman t o Speak Oh Tax Reform
Joseph Pechman, senior fellow at the Brookings Institu-.
tion and a leading authority on tax reform will speak- on
"Tax Reform; Theory and Practice" on Thursday, October
17 at 8 pm in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center. The event is the annual Mead Lecture in Economics.
Admission is free and the pubMe is invited to attend.
Pechman, who hoids both a doctorate arid a law degree
from the University of Wisconsin; has been with Brookings
since 1960. He is the author of "Who Paid Taxes, 19661985?" (1985), "Tax Reform; The Impossible Dream?" with
George Break (1975), and "Social Security: Perspectives for
. Reform" (1968), and .many other publications. He has testi• fied before Congress on tax matters on numerous occasions,
and is a member of the boeard of the Social Science Research
Council. He wgs president, of the Eastern Economic Association in 1979.*"
.. •
,
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The Amos Tuck School
of

Business Administration
Dartmouth College « Hanover, N.H.
Men and Women Seeking
Graduate Education for Management
are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA
' TUesday/ November 5
M a r d a Collett, Assistant Director of Admissions
Sign up with the Career Counseling Office
527-3157, ext.228

TIME Offers Awards

by Barry A. Freedman
News Editor

The mother of Hartford Mayor
In recognition of the achieveThirman L, Milner, Grace Milner
ments of the nation's most outAllen, 84, died Friday in St. Franstanding college students, TIME
magazine is inaugurating the Time 'cis Hospital and Medical Center. A
lifelong resident of Hartford, she
College Aehievenment Awards, it
attended the former Brown Street
was announced by TIME PubSchool and was the first female ellisher John A. Meyers.
The magazine is conducting' a na- evator operator at G. Fox & Co..
She was also a domestic.
tionwide search for 100 college
juniors who exce.ll in academics,
She was a longtime member of
and more importantly, in an area
the Metropoliton African Methodof interest outside the classroom
ist Episcopal Zion Church where
Twenty winners will receive"
she served on its Missionary Socischolarship ' awards of . between
$1,000 and $5,000 and their
achievements will be showcased in
a special promotion section in
TIME, Eighty finalists will receive
certificates of merit and honorable
mentions in' the section. All 100
winners will be given first consideration for internships with Time
Inc. and other major participating1
by Joanne Palandro
corporations,
CONNPIRG Commentary
A letter was circulated by Time
magazine to the presidents of major- American colleges and UniThis week CONNPIRG has many
versities to get the names of
benefits on its agenda relating to
campus personel who could locate
world food hunger. On Tuesday,
outstanding- students for award
Wednesday, and Thursday, it is.
nomination.' Time has recieved
sponsoring a food drive here at
•6,000 requests for applications, so
Trinity. There will be a collection
far.
", '
;
of non-perishable items all day long
at Mather front desk. These cans,
'Judging of the TIME Achievein turn, will go to the food share
ment Awards will be conducted by
commission of greater Hartford to
TIME and a panel of- experts an-"
der, the guidance' of the Washing- • be distributed to area soup kitchens. We would appreciate if you
-ton-based Council ' for • the
Advancement and Support of Ed*.1 could help out by donating a can
or two.
'ucatjori.. -' ;
,. • . • ...

ety and Usher Board. She was also
a charter member of Independent
Social Centers Auxiliary, and a
member of the Tent's Sorority, the
Concerned Citizens Club of Hartford, Our Store food cooperative,
and the NAACP.
Besides the mayor, she leaves
five sons, a daughter, 35 grandchfldren, 36 great-grandchildren,,
and three great-great grandchildren.
The funeral will be tomorrow in
the church with burial in Soldier's
Field, Windsor. Donations may be
made to the Van Fund of the
church.

Conn PIRG
. JHINITY

.

Also Wednesday is Word Food
Day. All morning many of the professors will be donating part of
their classes to discuss the topic of
world hunger. From 11-2 p.m. in
Mather basement there will be
three different videos on hunger
and representative food samples
from around the world of typical
diets in hunger areas. Contributions and donations will be greatly
appreciated.
On Thursday night, we are sponsoring a Hunger Party at PSI-U to
benefit world hunger. Some of the
fraternities have donated kegs, so
we would like to express our gratitude for their contribution.
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ORE SPORTS
Violence: Sports Is
Not At Fault
Sport has come under attack of late and unjustly so. As recent editions
of the New York Times and Psychology Today reported', some psychologists and sociologists are now purporting, based on recent research, that
there's a direct connection between on-the-field sports aggression and offthe-field fan violence. Basically, the research contends that sports aggression leads to imitative fan violence. But there appear to be inherent flaws
in the research.
Psychologists say that studies show that baseball was the sport with the
most incidents of fan violence over a recent 20-year period. Amazingly,
wrestling had some of the fewest such incidents. Where is the logic here?
Baseball is our national passtime, the game that lolls along with the
summer months while the grass grows green and the sun shines. You
can't tell me that baseball is more violent than wrestling. According to
these researchers' theory, the more violent the sport, the higher the rate
of fan violence; but their own study seems to contradict that theory. If
aggression and contact spurs more fan violence, you'd expect more fan
outbursts at wrestling matches than baseball games.
There are other contradictions as well. British and Latin American
soccer fans are known as being the most demonstrative fans in the world.
Last Spring, 38 died and 200 were injured in a fan fight at an EnglandItaly soccer match in Belguim. And Latin American soccer fans frequently
charge at officials during and after games. But soccer isn't, by nature, a
violent sport. Super-nationalism, rather than player aggression, is the
catalyst for fan violence here.
If sports aggression isn't the sole cause, we must look for other answers.

Sports View

photo by Mark Bridges

Field Hockey notched two wins last week.

Hockey Is
Now 5-2
continued from page 18

Drinking in the stands, social unrest, individual frustrations, team loyalty,
and super-nationalism are factors to consider.
Fan violence is often the result of a few bad apples spoiling the cider.
People who are naturally prone to aggression for whatever reasons (upbringing, social status, attitude, alcohol abuse, etc.) come to sports events
expecting aggression and allow it to rile them up when it occurs.
For the most part, fans are reasonably well-behaved and certaily fan
violence at sporting events represents a drop-in-the-ocean in comparison
to crime figures as a whole. The sheer size of a crowd at an event assures,
by the laws of averages, that there'll be a few bad apples in attendence.
1 don't believe they'll ever be able to conclusively prove that sports has
a direct impact upon violence in society. For every nut that attends a
game there are thousands of others who let calmer heads prevail. And
let's not ignore the cathartic effect that sports has for millions who release
their own pent-up aggressions by simply attending and rooting at sports
events. Freud often noted the beneficial results of aggression, vicarious
or otherwise, and Avery Brundage, the noted Olympics official, saw international sports competition as an alternative to war. In fact, isn't that
what the Olympics are supposed to stand for — goodwill and all that?
Sports shouldn't be denegrated because of occasional fan outbursts. It's
the fans' own inherent competitive nature, nurtured by gambling interests, alcohol, or just plain emotion, that triggers infrequent fan brawls. In
condemning Sport in general, these researchers are overlooking the positive effects of Sport and the joy that Sport brings to millions. Perhaps
they should examine Man's own reactions before they condemn Sports as
a whole. After all, fan violence remains the exception and not the rule.

Polo Team Sinks
Andy Zimmerman, who made quite
a few saves and constantly seemed
to be right between the ball and
the goal. Offensively, the Bants
executed clean switches with the
The Trinity water polo team sufhole man and were able to set up
fered several losses this past week
at the -hands of Amherst and Wil- their plays effeciently. Scorers in
this game for Trinity were Robliams. These setbacks leave the
erto Sifuentes, Tim Anderson,
Trinity team with an overall reAdam Kimmick, and Stu Sziklas.
cord of 5-4.
Trinity also played in a League
The Trinity team played Amtournament this past weekend at
herst on Monday at Trinity and
Williams, taking on both the Ephgave the Lord Jeffs a run for their
men and Amherst. In both games,
money before losing to last year's
Trinity was at a disadvantage,
New England and Eastern Diviplaying against such large and
sion champions.
powerful teams. Williams had 25
Amherst had a much larger team
players and the Amherst team had
than Trinity and thus was able to
17 players while Trin countered
substitute more players into the
with a roster of 11. Not to mention
game. Trinity started off the game
the fact that Williams and Am- :
well by scoring the first and secherst both have stronger swimond goals of the game. The Ducks
mers on their teams as well. In
managed to stay in the lead until
both games, Trinity was able to
the second half. In the third
keep up until the half, when the
quarter, the Amherst team stole
opposing team would sub in all
the lead and the fourth ended in a
their players while Trinity kept its
10-10 deadlock. In two, 3.5-minute
starters in. Due to the overpowerovertime periods, Amherst seing stamina of the Williams and
cured the win by scoring three
Amherst clubs, Trinity literally
goals to Trinity's one, giving the
sank from exhaustion. The final
Lord Jeffs a 13-11 win.
• score in the Williams game was 11The defense in the game was ex13, while Amherst won by a 7-13
cellent as players for Trinity
count.
blocked a lot of Amherst shots and
The Ducks next game is Thursplayed "hands up" throughout the
day at 7:00pm against the Badgcontest. One notable performance
ers, a Hartford-based team.
for Trinity was turned in by goalie
by Thomas Chapman

On Saturday, the Bants faced
Connecticut College. Coach Robin
Sheppard, after the game, said,
"They are the best Connecticut
College team I've seen in twelve
seasons. They actually controlled
three-quarters of the game." The
Camel's were up 1-0 at halftime.
At 25:06, Conn, was awarded a
corner which resulted in a goal
from an indirect shot by Sue Bedshaw.
At the beginning of the second
half, Trin was rewarded with a
penalty stroke when the Connecticut College goalie trapped the ball,
stopping play. Pierce then scored
for the Bantams. With a little more
than two minutes left and the score
tied at one, the Bants had a corner
which resulted in a score by Pierce.
Pierce took the hit and rebounded the ball off the goalie's
pads to score and put the Bants up
and finalize the score 2-1.
Starring for Trinity, goalie Pam
Ingersoll had a solid game with
eleven saves. Sheppard also cited
Kate Simonas as being a key player
in the defensive/midfield area and
Pierce, Boelhouwer, and Celinda
Shannon as having strong days.
Connecticut College's record is
6-2 with their other loss to NIAC
team Amherst. The Camels face
Tufts on Thursday and will make
up the Williams game on Thursday.
All the NIAC teams are vying
for the four tournament seeds. As
of now, all NIAC selections are up
for grabs. This week will be crucial
for all of the teams involved.
Sheppard concluded by saying,
"we don't expect a high seed. We
are just continually hopeful that we
will be invited to particiapte" and
successfully defend Trinity's NIAC
title.

George Manthous scored against Tufts.

photo by Tara Tracey

Tennis Smashes Cards
by Chris Dickinson
Assistant Copy Editor
The Trinity College women's
tennis team finished last week at
2-0, raising their record to 6-2 and
further cementing their hopes for
a high finish in the New Englands
later this month.
Beginning the week on Tuesday,
the women faced a tough challenge
in their match against UCONN and
prevailed, 5-4. Claire Slaughter,
Robin Wentz, Chris Sanden, and
Lauren Lovett all played well in
singles while Claire and Patti Neumann won at first doubles,
On Saturday, the women faced
area rival Wesleyan and demolished the Cardinal women 9-0. The
Bants' experience and enthusiasm
paid off again as the Cardinals
never had the idea of winning even
enter their minds. Slaughter won

6-1, 6-2 to raise her record this
year to 8^0 and her career record
to 40-3. Coach Bartlett hopes to
carry this enthusiasm into the New
Englands and improve upon their
second place finish last year by defeating Tufts to gain the top spot.
In singles play, Robin Wentz followed up Slaughter by winning 61, 6-2, Patti Neumann won 6-3, 61, Chris Sanden 6-0, 6-1, and Lauren Lovett won 6-0, 6-1. The doubles teams of Slaughter and
Neumann and Wentz and Payne
both won. easily, while Chris Sanden and Chris Pastor pulled out a
tough win 6-1, 7-5. The J.V, easily
defeated Wesleyan also, 7-0, as
they look to gain some experience
before filling positions next year.
Next week's matches are against
Mount Holyoke away on Tuesday
and Wellesley on Saturday at home
at 11:30am.
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ORE SPORTS
Stroke! Crew Competes In First Fall Regatta
And Men's Intermediate Eight Finishes Second
by Ned Watts

On Sunday, Trinity sent its rowing team to compete in the Head
of the Connecticut Regatta down
in Middletown. This race is 3.5miles long and it was a gloomy and
rainy day, but the crews came
away pleased with the day's rowing.
On the whole, Trinity crews did
about as expected. Many crews had
respectable showings. The day's
best performance was turned in by
the men's intermediate A eight.
Stroked by Eric Strotbech, they
finished second in their division,

The men's lightweight eight finished ninth overall, but only lost to
one Dad-Vail school so for all practical purposes, they finished second.
Two women's eights rowed as
well. The so-called B-boat finished
a strong fifteenth out of 39 boats,
which was encouraging in comparison to the boats they'll be seeing
come spring. Two women's fours
also competed. There were many
women in this year's program who
lack experience at the varsity level.
The Head of the Connecticut was
valuable for those women in this
respect, regardless of their results.
The men's lightweight four,

stroked by Charlie Wilmerding,
finished a strong tenth. Considering that the four men in the boat
had never rowed in fours prior to
the race, this was a good result.
Trinity's championsip eight finished eleventh. Unofficially, second, only to Union among Dad-Vail
schools. This is a very good result,
espcially since all of the rowers in
the crew had virtually no break between the intermediate race, which
they all competed in, and the
championship eights..
Many other Trinity rowers competed. The men's masters eight
finished second and included Norm
Graf, who ran the rowing program
for years. Burt Apfelbaum, the

current head coach, and Henry
Fox, who, as freshman coach up
until this past year, has coached
every man in the program. Graf,
by the way, also finished fifth out
of twenty in the master's single.
Phil Carney, the men's freshman
coach, rowed a pair with Eric Rosow and finished third.
Next Sunday the Bants compete
with the Head of the Charles. We
all know what fun the whole event
is, but don't bet on Trinity's winning. In every class, crews will be
competing against national boats
which have been reprsenting their
countries all summer. These are
some of the best rowers in the
world. Morever, the best college

W-Soccer

crews will be there. As in the Head
of the Connecticut, Trinity's real
goal is not necessarily gold medals,
but rather beating other Dad-Vail
schools. If Sunday's results are
significant, Trinity's crews have a
good shot at reaching this goal.

Field Hockey
Beats Smith
by Elizabeth Sobkov

Senior Staff Writer
The women's field hockey squad
boosted it's record this week to 52 with two key wins. On Thursday,
the Bantams overcame a 2-2 halftime score to beat Smith .7-2. In
the first half, Ginny Biggar scored
with an assist from Elise Boelhouwer. Smith then scored the next
goal midway through the first period. The first goal resulted from
a penalty stroke. Ellie Pierce
closed the scoring of the half with
a beautiful drive from outside the
circle.
Trin dominated the second period, outscoring Smith 5-0. Alyssa
Kolowrat and Jen Brewster scored
a pair of goals and Pierce, assisted
by Diane Christie, rounded out the
scoring. Smith was 4-5 before
Thursday's match with victories
against Wellesley, Wesleyan,
Skidmore, and Vassar.

continued from page 20
fense, 5-1.
Lisa Lake, who appears to be the
team's only consistent scoring
threat, scored Trinity's lone goal.
That score was set up by a beautiful assist from Carey Lyford, and
Lake remains the team's leading
scorer.
"Getting used to losing is really
frustrating," noted Pomerlau.
"But the coaching staff is always
supportive."
With nine freshman on the team,
a tack of experience on this team
is the cause of many of Trinity's
losses, but as the team matures,
this problem will correct itself.
Trinity's next game is Wednes.: day as it travels to Mount Holyoke.
The Lady Bants then host Wheaton on Saturday.

continued on page 17
Women's soccer is now 1-8.

photo by Tara Tracey

Do you hme the right stuff?
(k\ )our c a w r off to aflyingstart Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sopltomoreor junior, you could qualifyforour
undergraduate Officer Commissioning l*rograiii and be guaranteed flight school after graduation. All training Is conducted during the sum-

met Theit are no on-c»pus drills Wits, you
receive $100 a month during live schwl year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend tnUni tig
after graduation. • -'
This is an exaUiHtlopportunity to prove

yourself amongst the best and start off making
from *J?.QtiO to $23,000 a
year. Sec if you measure up.
Check nut the Marine Corps
Officer Commissioning
Programs.

See Captain Schiffer in the Career Counseling Center, on October 16th between 10am and 2pm or call 1-800-537- USMC.
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ORE SPORTS
Lost Weekend: Runners Trip In Williams Meet
Men Finish Eleventh
by Stephen Balon

Staff Writer
The Trinity men's cross country
team did not have very good luck
this Saturday at the 11-team NESCAC championships, held at Williams College
in northern
Massachusetts. The foliage was in
full bloom, but not the poor runners, as the Bants finished 11th
with a score of 275 points.
One of the highlights of the day
was the performance by Brian
Oakley, who is having a fantastic
season. He placed 14th out of a
field of over 70 runners, well
within the runners from NESCAC
powerhouses Bates, Williams, and
Colby.
The winner of the meet was
Mark Hatch of Bates. He bested
| teammate and last year's winner
John Fitzgerald, with a time of
25:37 for the five mile course. The
course featured a very long hill
which the men had to challenge
twice on the sunny afternoon.
The misfortune began when
sophomore Craig Gemmell was unable to run the race because of a
recurring knee pain. That left cocaptains Pau! Deslandes and Brian
Oakley as the only Trin runners
who were in a NESCAC championship meet before. The inexperience hurt as the four remaining
runners attempted to run against
some of the best in New England.
Junior Steve Balon completed
the race 69th, as the team's third
man. Sam Adams bravely finished
with a very sore hamstring, coming in 70th. Sophomore Scott Marshall rounded out the scoring for
Trinity, finishing 72nd. Although
the times and places were not very

Steinert Leads Trim In NESCACs

noteworthy, it should be repeated
that the competition was rather
keen.
Despite the disappointing meet,
there is some optimism. With a
healthy team, the Bants would
have stood up to rivals Wesleyan
and Connecticut College. The team
meets these two again, iater in the
year, and a strong Trinity team
could shock them.
The runners have a home meet
against Worcester Polytechnical
Institute, here at home on Saturday morning.

by Gail Wehrli

This year's NESCAC meet,
which included the top seven runners from each of eleven teams,
was held this past Saturday at Williams. The cool breeze and clear
blue sky made the weather ideal.
The course was fast with only a
few grades. The trees with changing leaves and green grass flanking the course made the run almost
enjoyable. Almost, becausei. the

Bants finished seventh.
Unluckily, the Trinity van pulled
into the meet very close to the
starting time, not allowing the
women to see the course or stretch.
The race began with pushing and
shoving between the 77 women,
and even a few falls. After the
tight start, within the first half
mile, the pack slowly began to
break up, each woman finding her
own niche. Dorcas Denhartor from
Middlebury led the race, upholding
first place for the second year in a

.

Brian Oakley leads cross-counlry in practice.

RESULTS:
Football — 18 Tufts — 15
Men's Soccer — 3 Tufts — O
Tennis ~- 5 UConn — 4
Tennis -- 9 Wesleyan — O
water Polo — n Amhersr — 13
water Polo — n Williams — 13
Water Polo — 7 Amherst — 13
Men's Cross Country — nth in NESCACs
Women's Cross Country — 7th in NESCACs
Women's Soccer — O Conn College ~ I
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Cafe Sports Scoreboard"

"The College
College View Athlete
Of The Week
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row with a time of 18:03. Top rival
Allegra Burton of Wesleyan placed
second with a time of 18:13. Cocaptain Alex Steinert led the Trinity women placing eighteenth
overall with a time of 19:56. Gail
Wehrli placed twenty eighth overall. Sue Kinz, Co-captain Ann Malabre, Jen Elwell, and Wendy
Pillsbury finished strong as a pack
and placed 44th, 45th, 46th, and
47th respectively. Meredith Lynch
also finished well, placing 52cnd.
For Co-captain Malabre this was
an exciting race as it was her first
race of the season after injuries.
The team is excited to have her
back and running.
The Trinity cheerleading squad
was led by Lucia Dow, Aileen Doherty, Dorothy Sales, Dave Gifford,
and Russell Anderson, whose
cheers were appreciated by the
runners.
Despite the pouring rain, the
Lady Bants met two Saturdays ago
to run their first home meet of the
year against Williams. The women
performed well, despite the loss of
coach Alex Magoun, who was in
England, a-slippery course, and a
rash of injuries.
Steinert, who placed third, ran
fast even when Williams' top two
runners tried to box her in. Steinert logged a time of 19:27, eight
seconds off the year. Lynch (20:03)
and Sales (22:04) also had good
races, outsprinting their opponents in the final yards and placing
sixth and sixteenth respectively.
Also placing in the top ten were
Pillsbury (ninth at 20:31) and
Kinz(tenth at 20:31).
Trinity lost to Williams by nine
points.
The Bants' next meet will be this
Saturday at the Smith Invitational.

-"."•"••'-•..

This week's Collego View Athlete of the Week is Claire
Slaughter. Slaughter is 8-0 in malchns tnis year and led
Trinity to two wins this past week, including a 9-0 win
over Wesleyan. She beat tho number one Cardinal singles
player 6-1. 6-2 to boost her career mark to 40-3. Slaughter
has broken the all-time singies win record (35), which
had stood since 1979.

TONIGHT IS
m PITCHER
NIGHT AT
THE "VIEW

THIS WEEK:
Tuesday:
Volleyball — Fairfield 7:00 pm Home
Tennis — Mt. Holyoke 3:00 pm Away
Men's Soccer — A.I.e. 3:00 pm Home
Field Hockey — Wesleyan 3:OO pm
Away
Wednesday:
Women's Soccer — Mi. Holyoke.
3:OO pm Away
Thursday:
Volleyball Wesleyan 7:OO pm
Away
Saturday:
Football — Hamilton 1:30 pm Away
Volleyball — Conn College Tournament Away
Tennis — Wellesley it:3O am Home
Men's Soccer — Conn College
2:0O pm Home
Field Hockey -~ Westfield St.
11:00 am Away
Women's Soccer — wh'eaton
U:oo a.m. Home.
Cross Country (Men) — W.P.I.
I2:oo pm Home
Cross Country (Women) — Smith
1:00 pm Away
Water Polo — League Tournament
Away
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PORTS
The Comeback Kids: Football Team Beats Tufts
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer

MEDFORD, Mass. - For the
third time in as many weeks, the
Trinity Bantams varsity football
took a double-digit defeeit into the
locker room at halftime. And once
again Coach Don Miller worked his
second-half magic. This time the
result was an 18-15 victory over
Tufts (1-3), which Trinity (4-0) won
with only 55 seconds remaining,
on a 12-yard TD pass from Dan
Tighe to Wally Wrobel.
The offense, which has sputtered in the first half all season,
did so again on Saturday. But the
defense, which seems to just get
better as the season goes on,
picked up the slack. Rebounding
from several mental mistakes and
a potentially devastating injury to
tackle Andre John, they virtually
shut down the Tufts wishbone attack in the second half, while the
offense regrouped.
First year coach Dwayne Ford
has given Tufts a new look this
year, complete with dressed-down
uniforms, new looks on defense,
and a wishbone offense that runs
the ball almost 90 percent of the

time.
That's how the Jumbos started,
throwing only one pass in the first
quarter, and stopping Trinity on
downs deep in their own territory.
But when Frank Getman replaced
Ken Whittier at quarterback, they
had a new weapon the Bants had
not anticipated. Though Getman
had a fine day running the option
(15 carries, 79 yards, 1 TD), his
first strike came through the air, a
44-yard pass-run to Carl Morton at
11:42 of the second quarter. Paul
Madeiros missed the extra point,
however, and Tufts led 6-0.
On their next possession, the
Jumbos scored again. This time
Getman showed off all his skills,
first completing a 28-yard bomb to
Paul Dresens, then keeping the ball
on an option and galloping 27 yards
for the second Tufts touchdown in
four minutes. This time Ford went
for a two-point conversion, running the option once again, but the
Bants held and trailed 12-0 at the
half.
For most teams, a 12-point halftime defecit is cause for worry. For
Trinity, it's no real problem.
The Bantams came out throwing
in the third quarter, as Tighe (26
for 51, 247 yards, 1TD) threw 31
times in the second half. The aerial

Goalie Bill Eastburn got his third shutout.

attack was effective immediately.
"They were doubling, almost triple-teaming Mike Doetsch. We
started going to Don Fronzaglia a
lot, and he had a great game,"
noted Miller.
Fronzaglia (9 catches, 129 yards)
came down with a batted Tighe
pass in the end zone at 11:35 of the
third quarter, just after he came
up with a big fourth and six reception. After Mark Mignone's extra
point, Trinity was within five, at
12-7.
Mignone's ensuing kiekoff was
then fumbled by Glenn Koch and
Mike Dolan recovered for Trinity
at the Tufts thirty. The Jumbos
defense held the Bants to a Mignone 34-yard field goal, and the
score was 12-10 Tufts.
With just under six minutes left
in the game, Trinity had a third
and one from their own twentyeight. Tighe called an option and,
as he tried to pitch out to Steve
Okun, he had the ball stripped
away. Tufts recovered and turned
the miscue into a Madeiros field
goal for a 15-10 lead.
The Bantams got the ball back
on their own 31 with 2:19 remaining, needing a touchdown. After
three straight incompletions, •
Miller called one of his patented

fourth-and-long timeouts.
"We were throwing so many
wide patterns, I thought we could
get Teddy (Shannon) open over the
middle," said Miller.
Tighe delivered a strike to him
and Shannon stumbled forward to
midfield to keep the drive alive.
But just three plays later, the
Bants faced another fourth and
long, this time from the Tufts' 47.
"This time we took a risk on it,"
said Miller. "I told Dan to give a
look to Don and, if he wasn't open,
to go over the middle again."
Tighe opted to go to Fronzaglia
once again, and he came down with
the ball at the Tufts twenty-two.
After another Tighe-to-Fronzaglia
first down, Wrobel came out of the
backfield to grab the winning
touchdown pass from his former
Lowell, Massachusetts High
School teammate. The successful
two-point conversion made it 1815.
After Joe Cataldo recovered
Koch's fumble of the kiekoff, it appeared that Trininty had it
wrapped up. But Tighe sustained
long losses on. three straight plays .
and Tufts got the ball back on
Trinity's forty. Getman lofted two
balls into the endzone, but Greg

Richo and Mike DeLucia made
knockdowns to preserve the win.
Although the offense provided
the last-minute heroics, the defense deserves equal credit for the
win. Over the last three games,
the Bants have held their opponents to 10 points in the second
half, each of those a comeback victory.

NOTES: Trinity sustained several injuries on Saturday, the most
serious of which was John's knee
injury, incurred on a pileup after a
fumble. He was X-rayed on Monday and may miss several weeks.
His replacement, Scott Butera, is
listed as a linebacker in the program, but he did a fine job of filling
in on Saturday...Mark Murray recovered one of four Jumbo fumbles. He now has four recoveries
on the year, one short of the season record...This Saturday, the
Bants will travel to Clinton, New
York to take on the Hamilton Continentals. Hamilton handed Trinity
its first loss last year, 26-15. Both
teams are 4-0.
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Men's Soccer Blanks Tufts
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
With apologies to Richard Nixon,
the members of the Bantams varsity soccer team would like to make
it "perfectly clear" that they really
have nothing against Trinity College, the home field, or the rooting
soccer faithful.
But they've lost all three of their
home games this year, you say.
Well, that's more a matter of coincidence than anything else. The
excuse of playing under more pressure to win at home doesn't really
apply to the soccer team, since it
hasn't had a winning season in
eight years anyway. It's gotten to
the point that no one really expects the Bants to win consistently. But the Bants, who are an
improved bunch this year, despite
their current 3-4 record, are making an effort to gain a little respect
around Trinity's athletic community, but they're doing it, of all
places, on the road, which is usually an inhospitable place.
Trinity's soccer team loaded up
the bus and hauled it up to Tufts
on Saturday for a morning game

and came away with a 3-0 win, it's
third shutout road victory this season.
"I can't reajly explain it," commented coach Robie Shults, in reference to Trinity's propensity for
winning away from home. "I'd certainly like to win more home
games, for the fans' and the players' sakes. We play A.I.C. on
Wednesday (tomorrow at Trinity,
3:00pm) and it would be nice to get
a home win for a change."
Not that Shults has anything
against road wins, mind you. Chris
Hyland, the team's leading scorer
with seven goals, paved the way
on Saturday as he scored the gamewinner in the first half of play
against Tufts.
About ten minutes into the
game, Hyland took a pass from
freshman John Ralston, who
started at midfield with fellow
frosh, Matt Gand.aH, and scored to
give the Bants a 1-0 lead. It was
all the Bants would need.
"It was just a. very •determined
effort by everyone, we all seemed
to play with more intensity," said
Shults. "We took over early and
didn't lose control of it."
A good sign, considering that

Trinity is usually slow out of the
blocks and invariably finds itself
behind and having to play catch-up
soccer for the rest of the game.
George Manthous contributed
his second goal of the year about
15 minutes later' off a scramble in
front of the cage to put Trin up by
2-0.
The Bantams continued to control the game as they outshot Tufts
16-14 and notched the final goal
late in the second half. Gandall got
it, his second of the year, off a feed
from fullback Stephen Ryan, who
dashed down the right sideline and
passed across the goal line to Gandall for the score.
"We got to all the loose balls,"
analyzed Shults. "Normally, we
beat Tufts at home and then travel
up there arid lose close games. But
we played with some extra effort
and got a win."
Granted, Tufts is not exactly a
soccer powerhouse (it has a record
of 1-4-2, which includes a tie with
Wesleyan) but a win is a win. And
this one brought Trinity to within
one game of that elusive .500
mark, which it will shoot for tomorrow afternoon against A.I.C.

Peter Ammirati anchors the midfield
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Women's Soccer Headed
by Brian Rowe
Staff Writer

By now most would agree that
1985 is a rebuilding year for the
women's soccer team. After shining in strong offensive outings
against Westfield State and Williams, the team limped through
two losses last week, scoring a total of one goal, and saw their record fall to 1-8.
Trinity lost a close one to Conn
College by a 1-0 count; Connecticut's only goal came off an indirect

kick with less than five minutes to
play.
"We dominated the game," explained forward Layne Pomerlau,
"but we just couldn't take advantage of any opportunities.
Halfback Betsy Karetnick turned
in a solid performance in guiding
the offense, but Trinity could not
find the goal at the key moments.
A few days earlier, the Lady
Bants travelled north to Massachusetts to battle Smith, but were
overpowered by the Snmith of-.
continued on page 18

